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SUPERSONIC PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS AND COMPARISON
OF THEORY TO EXPERIMENT FOR AN ARROW-WING
CONFIGURATION
Marjorie E. Manro
Boeing Commercial Airplane Company
SUMMARY
A wind tunnel test of an arrow-wing body configuration consisting of flat and twisted
wings, as well as a variety of leading- and trailing-edge control surface deflections, has
been conducted primarily at Mach numbers of 1.70, 2.10, and 2.50 to provide an
experimental pressure data base for comparison with theoretical methods. Some data
were also obtained at M = 1.54, 1.60, and 1.90. Theory-to-experiment comparisons of
detailed pressure distributions have been made using a state-of-the-art inviscid-flow,
constant-pressure-panel computer program. The purpose of these comparisons was to
delineate conditions under which this theory is valid for both flat and twisted wings.
This report supplements an earlier test program at Mach numbers from 0.40 to 1.1
using the same models. These data have been reported in NASA CR-2610, NASA
CR-132727, NASA CR-132728, and NASA CR-132729 (refs. 1 through 4).
INTRODUCTION
Accurate analytical techniques for predicting the magnitude and distribution of
aeroelastic loads are required in order to design, in an optimum manner, the structure
of large flexible aircraft. Uncertainties in the characteristics of loads may result in an
improper accounting for aeroelastic effects, leading to understrength or overweight
designs and unacceptable fatigue life. Moreover, correct prediction of loads and the
resultant structural deformations is essential to the determination of control power
requirements, control surface moments, and aircraft stability and control
characteristics. The alternative to the development of satisfactory analytical techniques
is exorbitantly expensive, time-consuming wind tunnel testing for each aircraft
configuration. In addition, the ability to perform meaningful parametric or tradeoff
studies is severely limited by the lack of accurate prediction techniques.
In the structural design of an aircraft, wind tunnel pressure tests on a single wing
shape (with twist and camber) are extrapolated by means of an aeroelastic solution to
obtain the load distributions for all other elastically deformed shapes of that wing. In
this process, equations are used that relate the changes in local pressure to changes in
structural deformation. Methods for high aspect ratio wings at subsonic speeds are well
developed and have been substantiated by flight tests. However, for thin, highly swept
wings, where various nonlinear phenomena become important, no satisfactory methods
are available. Until such tools are developed the need will remain for wind tunnel test
programs simulating each flight design condition on the flexible airplane.
The purpose of this study was to obtain some of the required experimental data for a
highly swept, thin wing at supersonic Mach numbers and, at the same time, to provide
comparisons with a state-of-the-art attached-flow method. The study was viewed as a
two-part effort consisting of an experimental task and a theory comparison task.
The objective of the experimental task was to provide measured load distributions on an
uncambered and untwisted wing as well as on a model deformed to simulate a
representative twist distribution. Both models have deflectable trailing-edge control
surfaces; the flat wing also has deflectable leading-edge control surfaces. These load
distributions were used in the theoretical task to assess the adequacy of a linear
constant-pressure-panel method.
The models chosen for this study combined a slender body with wings having a
leading-edge sweep of 71.2° and a thickness of 3.3% (see fig. 1). Model components
included both flat and twisted wings, deflectable full-span and half-span leading- and
trailing-edge control surfaces, and both rounded and sharp leading edges. The tests
were conducted in the 9- by 7-ft leg of the NASA Ames Unitary Wind Tunnel at Mach
numbers from 1.54 to 2.50 with angles of attack from -8° to +15°. The measurements
included pressure data on both the wing and body, as well as total force and moment
data.
The theoretical calculations were carried out using FLEXSTAB, a state-of-the-art
linear-flow technique, to predict detailed pressures over both the flat and twisted wings.
Comparisons were made of theoretical and experimental pressures for both wings with
and without deflected control surfaces.
The results of the various aerodynamic calculations and theory-to-experiment
comparisons have been used to point out areas where linear theory is inadequate for
design, and to examine combined theoretical and empirical approaches to aeroelastic
design based on lifting- surface solutions.
SYMBOLS
b wingspan,cm
BL buttock line, cm; distance outboard from model plane of symmetry
bpi bits per inch
c section chord length, cm
~c, M.A.C. mean aerodynamic chord length, cm
CB surface bending moment coefficient referenced to yref; positive wingtip up
Cc section chord force coefficient; positive aft
Cm section pitching moment coefficient referenced to section leading edge;
positive leading edge up
Cm.25c section pitching moment coefficient referenced to section 0.25c; positive
leading edge up
CM surface pitching moment coefficient, referenced to 0.25 M.A.C.; positive
leading edge up
Cn section normal force coefficient; positive up
CN surface normal force coefficient; positive up
_ „„. . measured pressure - reference pressureCD pressure coefficient = q
D body diameter, cm
M Mach number
MS model station, cm; measured aft along the body centerline from the nose
ps static pressure, kN/m2
Pt total pressure, kN/m2
q dynamic pressure, kN/m2
S reference area used for surface coefficients, cm2
Sfo area of streamwise strip associated with a pressure station, cm2; used in
summation of section force coefficients (app. B)
x,y,z general coordinates for distances in the longitudinal, lateral, and vertical
directions, respectively.
yref distance outboard of model centerline of the bending moment reference
point, cm
a corrected angle of attack, degrees; the angle between the wing root chord
and the relative wind measured in the model plane of symmetry; includes
compensation for sting deflection, tunnel flow angularities, and wall
effects; positive nose up with respect to relative wind
asec wing twist angle relative to wing reference plane, degrees; positive
leading edge up
ACP increment between adjacent lines on isobars
8 control surface deflection, degrees; positive leading edge down for leading
edge (see exception in app. B) and trailing edge down for trailing edge
TJ fraction of wing semispan, y/(b/2)
A sweep angle, degrees; measured from a line perpendicular to the model
centerline, positive aft
(f> angle defining location of pressure orifices on the surface of the
cylindrical body at a constant MS, degrees; measured from the top of the
body
Subscripts:
L.E. leading-edge control surface
r wing root
s referenced to segment of local chord
T.E. trailing-edge control surface
EXPERIMENTAL TASK
WIND TUNNEL MODELS
The configuration chosen for this study was a thin, low aspect ratio, highly swept wing
mounted below the centerline of a high fineness ratio body. The general arrangement
and characteristics of the model are shown in figure 1. Two complete wings were
constructed, one with no camber or twist and one with no camber but with a spanwise
twist variation. Deflectable control surfaces were available on these wings.
FLAT WING
The mean surface of the flat wing is the wing reference plane. The nondimensional wing
thickness distributions, shown in table 1, deviate slightly from a constant for all
streamwise sections to maintain a finite thickness of 0.0254 cm (0.01 in.) at the trailing
edge (a manufacturing requirement). The wing was designed with a full-span, 25%
chord, trailing-edge control surface. Sets of fixed angle brackets allowed streamwise
deflections of ±4.1°, ±8.3°, ±17.7°, and ±30.2°, as well as 0.0°. A removable full-span
leading-edge control surface (15% of streamwise chord) could be placed in an
undeflected position and also drooped 5.1° and 12.8° with fixed angle brackets. Both the
leading- and trailing-edge control surfaces extended from the side of the body (0.087 b/2)
to the wingtip and were split near midspan (0.570 b/2). Both the inboard and outboard
portions of the control surfaces could be deflected separately and were rotated about
points in the wing reference plane. An additional leading-edge control surface for this
wing was constructed with a sharp (20° included angle) leading edge to examine the
effects of leading-edge shape. The surface ordinates and slopes of this leading-edge
segment were continuous with those of the flat wing at the leading-edge hingeline
(table 1). The sharp leading edge was smoothly faired from 0.180 b/2 into the fixed
portion of the rounded leading edge at 0.090 b/2.
TWISTED WING
The mean surface of the twisted wing was generated by rotating the streamwise section
chord lines about the 75% local chord points (trailing-edge control surface hingeline).
The spanwise variation of twist is shown in figure 2. The hingeline was straight and
located in the wing reference plane at its inboard end (0.087 b/2) and 2.261 cm
(0.890 in.) above the wing reference plane at the wingtip. The airfoil thickness
distribution (table 1) and the trailing-edge control surface location and available
deflections were identical to those of the flat wing.
BODY
The body was circular in cross section and had a straight centerline. The body geometry
is shown in figure 1. The sting was an integral part of the model body.
Table 1.—Wing Half-Thickness Distribution, Percent Chord
x/c, percent
chord Ob/2 0.09 b/2 0.20 b/2 0.35 b/2 0.50 b/2 0.65 b/2 0.80 b/2 0.93 b/2 '1.00 b/2

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































The wing reference plane was located 3.149cm (1.240 in.) below and parallel to (zero
incidence) the body centerline. The apex (extension of the wing leading edge to the
centerline) of the wing was located 33.496 cm (13.187 in.) aft of the model nose.
PRESSURE ORIFICE LOCATIONS
All pressure orifices were located on the left side of the model and distributed as shown
in figure 3 and tables 2 and 3. Both the flat wing with rounded leading edge and the
twisted wing had 214 orifices with seven spanwise pressure stations of 31 or 30
chordwise orifices each. One of these orifices was located at the leading edge; the
remainder were distributed so that upper and lower surface orifices were located at the
same chordwise locations. The orifice locations on the sharp leading edge were identical
except that the leading-edge orifice at each spanwise station was omitted. The 83
orifices on the body were located at 15 stations along the length of the model. At each
station, orifices were located at angles of 0°, 45°, 90°, 135°, and 180° measured from the
top of the body. In the area of the wing-body intersection, the orifices that are
nominally identified as being at 135° and 180° were located on the wing lower surface
at the same lateral location as the orifices at 45° and 0°, respectively. Eight additional
orifices were placed close to the juncture of the body with the wing upper surface.
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
The objectives of this study dictated that the contours and physical characteristics of
the flat and twisted wings be as nearly identical as possible. The model was constructed
of steel to minimize aeroelastic deflections and to provide strength for potential future
testing to a Mach number of 3.0. The aft body was flared approximately 4° from
194.310 cm (76.500 in.) aft of the nose to provide the required safety factor on predicted
loads (see fig. 1). The model size was selected as the best compromise between potential
tunnel blockage and adequate room to install orifices in the model.
A computerized lofting program was used to provide the wing definition. This definition
was then used to machine the model components using numerically controlled
machines. The tolerance on the contour was +0.1524, -0.0mm (+0.006, —0.0 in.). The
leading- and trailing-edge control surfaces were cut from the wings after they had been
machined to final contour. Cuts were made along the 15% chord line of the twisted wing
to simulate the removable leading edge of the flat wing in order to duplicate more
closely the elastic characteristics of the flat wing (see fig. 4). Fixed angle brackets,
arranged as shown in figure 4, were used to obtain the required control surface
deflections with all pivot points located midway between the upper and lower surfaces
at the hingelines. The brackets were also machined on numerically controlled machines.
The same sets of trailing-edge brackets were used on both the flat and twisted wings,
and the same sets of leading-edge brackets were used for both the rounded and sharp
leading edges.
Table 2.—Wing Pressure Orifice Locations, Percent Local Chord















































































































Table 2. - (Con tinued)
(b) Section at 0.2Q— chord = 91.80 cm
















































































































(c) Section at 0.35 -. chord = 76.69 cm
2





































































































































































































































(e) Section at 0.65—, chord = 46.46 cm












































































































(a) These orifices were not available in the previous test.
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Table 2. - (Con tinued)













































































































(a) This orifice was not available in the previous test.
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Table 2.-f Concluded)
(g) Section at 0.93A, chord = 18.25 cm
2












































































































(a) These orifices were not available in the previous test.
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Flat wing, y = 3.094 cm
Twisted wing,
y = 3.094 cm
Body,0 = 180.0°
Flat wing, y = 0.0 cm
Twisted wing,
y = 0.0 cm
















































































































Pressure tubing used in this model was 1.016-mm (0.040-in.) o.d. Monel with a
0.1524-mm (0.006-in.) wall thickness. The major channels for wing pressure tubing were
machined into the surface. The detailed grooves required to route tubing from the
orifices to these channels were cut by hand. The pressure orifices were installed normal
to and flush with the local surface. After installation of the pressure tubing, the
surfaces were brought back to contour with solder. The tubing for body pressure orifices
was run through the hollow center of the model body rather than in grooves in the
outside contour. Tubing from all the orifices was routed through the hollow body to the
scanivalves located in the body nose. Wiring from the scanivalves was routed through
the body to the sting.
The nose portion of the body was removable to provide access to the fifteen 24-position
scanivalves. Figure 1 shows the aft body location of the strain gages used to measure
normal force and pitching moment.
WIND TUNNEL CAPABILITIES
The 9- by 7-ft supersonic leg of the NASA Ames Unitary Wind Tunnel is a
continuous-flow, closed-re turn, variable-density facility with an operating range of
Mach number from 1.54 to 2.50. A schematic is shown in figure 5. The tunnel is
equipped with an asymmetric, sliding-block nozzle and a flexible upper plate; variation
of the test section Mach number is achieved by translating, in the streamwise direction,
the fixed contour block that forms the floor of the nozzle. For this test, the Reynolds
number was selected as 8.65 x 106 based on the mean aerodynamic chord (c) of this
model. The test section is 2.74 by 2.13 by 5.49 m (9 by 7 by 18 ft).
The tunnel air is driven by an 11-stage, axial-flow compressor powered by four
variable-speed, wound-rotor induction motors with a combined output of 134 280 kW
(180 000 hp). Four 850 m3 (30 000 ft3) spherical storage tanks provide dry air for tunnel
pressurization. The temperature is controlled by aftercooling.
The data acquisition system is comprised of a Beckman 210 analog-digital recorder and
a minicomputer. Output from the Beckman 210 is converted to an acceptable format and
transmitted by the minicomputer to an IBM 360 computer located in the AMES
Research Center central computer facility for processing and preparation of final data.
This flow is illustrated in figure 6.
The angle of attack of the reference point (0.25 M.A.C. for this model) for a
sting-mounted model is a combination of the input angle at the base of the sting and an
increment due to sting deflection. The input angle of attack at the base of the sting is
accurate within 0.02 deg.
Sting deflections due to load were determined during the calibration of the strain gages
mounted on the integral sting body of the model. The corrections for sting deflection are
based on the normal force and pitching moment loads obtained during wind-on data
acquisition. The sting deflection was taken into account when setting test angles of
attack to minimize the variation in final angle of attack for the various model
configurations. Only a crude calibration of the normal force and pitching moment gages
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was obtained since the force and pitching moment measurements were used primarily
for calculating sting deflection. Comparison with the integrated pressure results
indicates that both force and moment measurements may be about 10% low, which could
yield a maximum error in final angle of attack of 0.1 deg.
The model was instrumented with fifteen 24-position scanivalves. Each scanivalve
contained a 103.42-kN/m2 (15-psi) differential Statham, variable-resistance, unbonded
strain gage transducer. These transducers are calibrated against a high accuracy
standard and, if placed in a temperature-controlled environment, will read with an
accuracy of ±0.1% of full scale. For this test, the transducers were located inside the
model. Based on the maximum temperature measured in the test section, the accuracy
of pressure measurements for this test is better than ±0.3%.
TESTS AND DATA ACQUISITION
Table 4 lists the 13 configurations that were tested. Photographs of two of these are
shown in figures 7 and 8; a diagram of the model installation in the test section is
shown in figure 9. Pressure and total force data were obtained at Mach numbers of 1.70,
2.10, and 2.50 for all configurations. Table 4 shows the run numbers for each Mach
number and configuration for which these data were obtained. A detailed listing of all
test points is given in appendix A.
The initial plan for the test specified Mach 1.60 as the lowest Mach number. Using the
Schlieren system, the shock wave reflected from the wall of the tunnel at this Mach
number was observed to impinge on the wingtip. The low Mach number was then
changed to 1.70. Because of the rather large gap between the highest Mach number in
the subsonic/transonic test (1.11) and the basic low Mach number for this test (1.70), it
was decided to run the lowest possible Mach number for this tunnel (1.54) for the basic
configuration despite the shock impingement on the wing tip.
Test angles of attack were from -8° to +14° in 2° increments and +15°. A trip strip of
No. 60 carborundum grit (6 to 8 grains per cm) was used throughout the test. On the
body, the trip strip was 0.32 cm (0.125 in.) wide and placed 2.54 cm (1 in.) from the nose.
On the wing, it was 0.32 cm (0.125 in.) wide from the side of the body to the midspan
control surface break (0.57 b/2) and tapered to 0.16 cm (0.0625 in.) wide at the wingtip.
On the upper surface of the wing, the trip strip was placed at 15% chord; on the lower
surface, it was placed just aft of the leading-edge control surface brackets (see fig. 4).
The pressure data were recorded through the use of fifteen 24-position scanivalves
located in the fore body of the model. Pressure transducers in the scanivalves measured
the differential pressure between the local surface pressures and a known reference
pressure. Signals from the scanivalves, force and moment data, tunnel parameters, and
model attitude angle were recorded on the Beckman 210 analog-digital recorder and
reduced by the Ames staff.
Final data (pressure coefficients, tunnel parameters, and model attitude) were merged
on magnetic tapes, with appropriate configuration and test point identification for
integration and plotting of these data.
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Table 4—Summary of Test Conditions by Run Number.









8.3 4.1 0.0 -4.1
Outboard (inboard = 0.0)
8.3 4.1
Inboard (outboard = 0.0)
8.3 4.1
Flat wing, rounded L.E.
Full span = 0.0




































Flat wing, sharp L.E.
Full span = 0.0













Twisted wing, rounded L.E.













A detailed description of the data editing and integration procedure and the data
presentation are included in appendix B.
DATA TAPE DESCRIPTION
The experimental data were recorded on seven-track unlabeled tapes written by the
Boeing Computer Services CDC 6600 computer. The tapes were written in binary (odd
parity) mode at a density of 556 bpi. The first file of each tape and any program files
are BCD (formatted) information. The data files are binary.
A description of each of the tape files follows.
• First file of each tape (BCD format with 80-column records).-This file contains an
identification of the test and model and describes the content of the remaining
files.
• Program files (BCD).-These files contain the source code of FORTRAN IV
programs that may be used to provide listings of user-selected items in the data
files.
• Data files (binary).-The first record contains geometry pertinent to the data that
will follow (i.e., for pressure data, the spanwise location of each section and the
arrays of x/c for which Cp's are listed; for integrated data, geometric constants
used in the integrations). The remaining records each contain data for one test
point. A list defining all test points is in appendix A.
Questions regarding the availability of these data should be addressed to Mr. Percy J.
Bobbitt of the NASA Langley Research Center.
EXPERIMENTAL DATA
The experimental data are summarized and discussed in this section. The effect on
loading of wing twist, leading-edge shape, leading-edge droop, and both full-span and
partial-span trailing edge control surface deflection are shown in figures 10 through 47.
As mentioned earlier, this model has also been tested at subsonic and transonic Mach
numbers as reported in references 1 through 4 and summarized in appendix C. The total
range of Mach numbers for which experimental data are available is now 0.40 to 2.50.
Figures 48 thorugh 53 show the effect of Mach number on the experimental data.
Table 5 summarizes the data presented. The presentations include:
• Wing upper and lower surface isobars
• Wing upper and lower surface chordwise pressure distributions
• , Wing net chordwise pressure distributions
• Wing spanload distributions
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• Wing section aerodynamic characteristics
• Wing aerodynamic characteristics
• Body longitudinal pressure distributions
The experimental data are available for all 13 configurations tested at Mach numbers of
1.70, 2.10, and 2.50. In addition, data for the basic flat wing configuration are available
at M = 1.54 and for the twisted wing at M = 1.60 and 1.90. Data presentations include
all available Mach numbers for these two configurations. The effects of leading- and
trailing-edge control surface deflection are shown for selected Mach numbers.
The pressure data of the wing and body were integrated to obtain total normal force and
pitching moment. These integrated data and the strain gage measurements are listed in
the test point log in appendix A. The difference of approximately 10% between the two
is probably due largely to the previously mentioned crude calibration of the strain gages
in the tunnel.
Table 5.—Summary of Experimental Data Presentations by Figure Number
Mach number




Effect of L.E. shape
Twisted wing
Effect of wing twist
Effect of L.E. droop
Rounded L.E.
Sharp L.E.
Full span T.E. deflection
Flat wing
Twisted wing
Partial span T.E. deflection
Inboard (outboard = 0 )


















































Figures 10 through 13 show the wing experimental data for the base configuration (flat
wing with rounded leading edge and zero control surface deflection). Results are
presented for Mach numbers of 1.54, 1.70, 2.10, and 2.50. The data include wing isobars,
chordwise pressure distributions, spanload distributions, and section aerodynamic
characteristics.
At the lower Mach numbers, an examination of the isobars and chordwise pressure
distributions shows that the flow on the upper surface separates near the leading edge
and forms a spiral vortex at relatively low angles of attack (4°). As angle of attack
increases, this vortex moves inboard and becomes the predominant influence on the
pressure distributions. The section characteristics do not show as strong a vortex at
supersonic speeds as at the subsonic Mach numbers (ref. 1). At the higher Mach
numbers the vortex formation becomes masked as the pressures approach an absolute
vacuum. The apparent presence of a strong vortex at M = 2.5 on the isobars is due to
the increased density of lines. The ACP has been reduced to 0.010 for this Mach number
and is 0.025 for the lower Mach numbers.
EFFECT OF LEADING-EDGE SHAPE
Data are shown in figures 14 and 15 for the flat wing with sharp leading edge.
Figure 16 compares data for the rounded and sharp leading edges at Mach 1.70. The
effect of leading-edge shape is small at these Mach numbers as was noted at transonic
Mach numbers in reference 1.
EFFECT OF WING TWIST
Data for the twisted wing are shown in figures 17 through 21; comparisons with the flat
wing data are shown in figures 22 and 23. The washout of the twisted wing (4.5° at the
wingtip) delays the start of vortex formation. At the highest angles of attack the
twisted wing data looks much like the flat as the flow phenomena on this model
overshadow the effect of twist.
EFFECT OF LEADING-EDGE DROOP
The effect of leading-edge droop is shown in figure 24 for the rounded leading edge and
in figure 25 for the sharp leading edge. Data are shown only for Mach number = 1.70 as
the incremental effects are typical of the data at M = 2.10 and 2.50.
lThe ACP noted on each of the isobars refers to the increment in pressure level between
adjacent isobar lines. These ACP increments are automatically selected within the plot
program based on maximum and minimum pressure levels. These increments should be
carefully noted when plots are compared for several angles of attack since they may
vary.
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EFFECT OF FULL-SPAN TRAILING-EDGE CONTROL SURFACE
DEFLECTION
The effects of full-span trailing-edge control surface deflection are shown in figures 26
and 27 for the flat wing and in figure 28 for the twisted wing. At 0° angle of attack and
for these relatively small trailing-edge deflections, the chordwise pressure distributions
are typical of moderately swept wings. At an angle of attack of 8°, the outboard wing
pressure distributions more closely resemble the effects of change in angle of attack
rather than control surface deflection. The deflection of the control surface induces
loading over the full chord on the outboard portion of the wing.
EFFECT OF PARTIAL-SPAN TRAILING-EDGE CONTROL SURFACE
DEFLECTION
The effect of partial-span trailing-edge control surface deflection is illustrated in
figures 29 through 37 with spanload distributions. When only the inboard segment is
deflected, it is interesting to note that this deflection also affects the loading on the
outboard wing (figs. 29-31). In contrast, the outboard segment is very ineffective and the
loadings on the outboard wing are not increased appreciably over deflecting the inboard
segment only.
BODY PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS
Figures 38 through 47 show the body longitudinal pressure distributions. The basic
configuration (flat wing with rounded leading edge and zero control surface deflection)
is shown in figures 38 through 41. The influence of wing configuration change (wing
twist and leading-edge shape) is small at these Mach numbers.
EFFECT OF MACH NUMBER
The effect of Mach number on the integrated section and surface characteristics of this
model is shown in figures 48 through 53. Figure 48 is data for the basic configuration.
In addition to the integrated data, this figure includes plots of pressures at individual
orifices, which further emphasize the nonlinearity of these data throughout the entire
range of Mach numbers available. Data for the sharp leading-edge configuration are
shown in figure 49, for the twisted wing in figure 50, for the flat wing with rounded
leading edge drooped in figure 51, and for the flat wing with trailing-edge control
surface deflected in figure 52. Figure 53 illustrates the effect of Mach number for




Theoretical predictions of pressure distributions based on attached potential flow were
obtained using the unified subsonic/supersonic panel technique of FLEXSTAB, which
was developed by Boeing under NASA-Ames sponsorship (see refs. 5 and 6). This
method provides detailed surface pressure distributions, and therefore the data were
interpolated to the orifice locations on the model and then integrated with the methods
described for the experimental data (see app. B). These data are also recorded on
magnetic tapes. Enquiries regarding the availability of these data should be addressed
to Mr. Percy J. Bobbitt of the NASA Langley Research Center. A listing of all available
data points is included in appendix A.
The FLEXSTAB system of digital computer programs uses linear theory to evaluate the
static and dynamic stability, the inertial and aerodynamic loading, and the resulting
elastic deformations of aircraft configurations. The aerodynamic module contained in
the FLEXSTAB system is based on the constant-pressure-panel method developed by
Woodward (refs. 7 and 8) to solve the linearized potential-flow equations for supersonic
and subsonic speeds with planar boundary conditions. The usual small-perturbation
assumptions are made. The severity of the preceding limitations is a function of the
configuration and the flight conditions.
Figure 54 shows the distribution of panels used in the analysis of this configuration.
Line sources and doublets are distributed along the longitudinal axis of the body to
simulate its thickness and lifting effects. Source panels are placed in the plane of the
wing to simulate its thickness. To account for the wing lifting effects and interference
effects between the wing and body, constant pressure vortex panels are placed in the
plane of the wing and on a shell around the body. This "interference" shell serves to
cancel the normal velocity components on the body induced by the wing.
The configuration was represented by 50 line singularities, 168 interference panels, and
160 wing panels. For the wing, panel edges were chosen to coincide with control surface
hingelines and midspan breaks. The resulting panel arrangement has panels of nearly
equal width and, in the chordwise direction, panel edges are at constant percent chord
with closer spacing at the leading edge and the hingelines. The linearized boundary
conditions employed by the method permitted control surface deflections to be treated as
boundary condition changes and therefore repaneling of the wing was not required.
Table 6 summarizes the configurations and Mach numbers for which solutions were
obtained.
THEORY-TO-EXPERIMENT COMPARISONS
The ability of FLEXSTAB to predict the experimental data are discussed in this section.
Test results at M = 1.70, 2.10, and 2.50 are compared with the attached-flow method
FLEXSTAB in figures 55 through 67 for the flat and twisted wings; included are the
effects of leading- and trailing-edge control surface deflections. The comparisons include
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Note: On the data tapes and in the tables of appendix A, the above run numbers have been incremented by 1 000 to give the FLEXSTAB results
unique identification.
pressure distributions and integrated section and surface aerodynamic characteristics.
FLEXSTAB predictions are available for the full range of Mach numbers (0.40 through
2.50) for which experimental data are available (see app. C). Figures 68 through 70
compare FLEXSTAB predictions and experiment results as a function of Mach number.
Table 7 summarizes the data presented.
Table 7.—Summary of FLEXSTAB-to-Experiment Comparisons by Figure Number
Mach number
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Base configuration 58 59 60
On all these figures the experimental data are identified on the plots with the test
number ARC 137. On the plots of surface pressure distributions, the lower surface
pressure distributions are indicated by double symbols.
BASE CONFIGURATION
Figures 55 through 57 give comparisons of the wing data for the base configuration.
FLEXSTAB predicts the pressure distributions quite well on the most inboard station
thoughout the angle-of-attack range. At the midspan stations, the experimental data
show some evidence of vortex formation that is not predicted by theory. In contrast,
examination of the integrated section and surface coefficients in parts g, h, and j of
these figures would indicate good agreement over the majority of the wing for most of
the angle-of-attack range. This phenomenon highlights a familiar problem, that of
evaluating aerodynamic theories by comparisons only with experimental force data.
Body longitudinal pressure distributions for FLEXSTAB and experiment are compared
in figures 58 through 60. These data are typical of the ability of FLEXSTAB to predict
pressure distributions on the body. Predictions are reasonably good up to an angle of
attack of 8°.
TWISTED WING
FLEXSTAB is compared to experiment for the twisted wing configuration in figures 61
through 63. The agreement is similar to that for the flat wing although the range in
angle of attack for this agreement is slightly shifted due to the washout of the wingtip.
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LEADING-EDGE DROOP
Figure 64 shows data for the leading edge drooped 5.1° at M = 1.70. The FLEXSTAB
prediction seems somewhat better at an angle of attack of 4° than it did for the flat
wing, as the drooped leading edge delays somewhat the formation of the vortex. These
data are typical of those at the other Mach numbers.
FULL-SPAN TRAILING-EDGE CONTROL SURFACE DEFLECTION
The effect of full-span trailing-edge control surface deflection of 8.3° is shown in
figure 65 for a Mach number of 2.10. FLEXSTAB overpredicts the pressures on the
deflected surface at all angles of attack. At 4° angle of attack, the experimental upper
surface pressure distributions on the outboard wing have already lost most of the
characteristic increased pressure on the control surface. As angle of attack increases,
the distribution on the entire upper surface becomes almost constant as vacuum
pressure is approached. The results at M = 2.50 are similar. At M = 1.70 (not shown),
however, the comparisons were extremely bad, probably because the trailing-edge hinge
line is in the area of transition between subsonic and supersonic trailing edge at this
Mach number.
PARTIAL-SPAN TRAILING-EDGE CONTROL SURFACE DEFLECTION
Figures 66 and 67 show, respectively, comparisons for inboard and outboard
trailing-edge control surface deflection at Mach 2.10. The conclusions are the same as
described previously for the full-span deflection.
EFFECT OF MACH NUMBER
Figures 68 and 69 show, for the flat and twisted wings, respectively, a comparison of the
FLEXSTAB predictions and the experimental data over the entire Mach number range.
These plots emphasize the inability of linear theory to predict the load distribution on
this arrow-wing configuration. Near the wing root and at low angles of attack,
FLEXSTAB can predict the load distributions but not outboard or at high angles of
attack.
Figure 70 shows a similar comparison for the flat wing with trailing-edge control
surface deflected 8.3°. The predictions show the tendency of FLEXSTAB to overpredict
the loading on the control surface even at this relatively small deflection. On the
outboard stations the extreme discontinuity in the section pitching moment coefficients
at M = 1.70 illustrates the effect of the transition between subsonic and supersonic
trailing edge at this Mach number.
EMPIRICAL CORRECTIONS
The comparisons of the preceding sections indicate that for many conditions,
FLEXSTAB does not give adequate results for detail design. In practice, theory is often
used to increment wind tunnel data from a rigid model to account for the elastic effects
of the actual airframe. An example of this procedure is shown in figure 71 for M = 2.10
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and several angles of attack. Here experimental data for the flat wing (rigid model) is
taken and a theoretically calculated increment due to the known twist of the model
(supposed elastic deformation) is added to it. The result is compared with the twisted
wing data at the same angle of attack (deformed airframe). Although this method is
typically used for net pressures, this figure includes upper and lower surface pressures
so that the parts can be examined. There are significant differences between the flat
wing data, theoretically corrected for twist, and the twisted wing results at the outboard
stations for all angles of attack shown. This difference is also evident in the upper
surface pressure distributions. The predictions of the lower surface pressure
distributions are quite reasonable for all angles of attack.
This example is indicative of the types of problems that must be overcome for highly
swept back wings before a reliable prediction scheme is available for aerodynamic
increments due to elasticity. Improper accounting for aeroelastic effects because of
uncertainties in the theoretical methods may result in understrength or overweight
designs. In addition, the correct prediction of loads and the resultant structural
deformation is essential to the determination of aircraft stability and control
characteristics. These results indicate that the use of empirical corrections in the
aeroelastic solution to calculate flexible airplane loads is extremely risky, and much
research is necessary to develop a reliable method of using such corrections.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
The data obtained in this contract supplement the subsonic/transonic data from the
earlier contract. The large vortex observed at the subsonic Mach numbers becomes
weaker as the Mach number increases. The effect of wing twist is similar at all Mach
numbers, although the effect on the wing upper surface pressures at the higher
supersonic Mach numbers and at high angles of attack is masked as the pressures
approach a vacuum.
The attached potential flow method FLEXSTAB yields good agreement with
experimental data for this configuration only over a limited range of conditions at low
angles of attack. These analyses are generally adequate for the evaluation of a cruise
configuration at 1-g (load factor one) conditions. At critical structural and control
design conditions, which usually involve large angles of attack and/or large control
surface deflections, the attached flow theory is completely inadequate. Attempts to
introduce empirical corrections to improve this situation have been unsatisfactory.
It would appear that development and implementation of a general three-dimensional
boundary-layer method are needed. There is an evident lack of theoretical tools
necessary to predict critical design conditions on low aspect ratio configurations that
are dominated by nonlinear flow phenomena. Empirical methods to improve this
capability are also lacking. Much research is still necessary in developing the
theoretical and empirical techniques before confidence can be acquired in the prediction
of aerodynamic loads on highly swept, low aspect ratio, flexible airplanes.
Boeing Commercial Airplane Company






All test points for which pressure and force data were recorded are listed in tables A-l
through A-4. These tables include normal force and pitching moment coefficients
obtained from strain gage measurements and by integrating the pressure data. Each
test point is identified as a unique number within the test by the analysis number,
where:
ANALYSIS NUMBER = 100 (RUN NUMBER) + POSITION IN RUN
Tables A-5 through A-7 list the points at which predicted pressure data are available
from FLEXSTAB. For convenience, 1000 has been added to the run number of the
corresponding experimental condition to obtain the theoretical test point number.
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Table A-1—Experimental Data Test Point Log.
I.E. Deflection, Full Span = 0.0°
Twisted Wing, Rounded Leading Edge;























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table A-2.—Experimental Data Test Point Log. Flat Wing, Rounded Leading Edge;











































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table A-3—Experimental Data Test Point Log. Flat Wing, Rounded Leading Edge;
L. E. Deflection, Full Span =0.0°
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Table A-4 — Experimental Data Test Point Log.
Full Span = 0.0°
Flat Wing, Sharp Leading Edge; T.E. Deflection,
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Table A-5.—FLEXSTAB Test Point Log. Twisted Wing, Rounded Leading Edge;
L.E. Deflection, Full Span = 0.0°
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Table A-6.—FLEXSTAB Test Point Log. Flat Wing, Rounded Leading 'Edge; L.E. Deflection,
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Table A-7.—FLEXSTAB Test Point Log. Flat Wing, Rounded Leading Edge;
L.E. Deflection, Full Span = 0.0°
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DATA REDUCTION AND PRESENTATION
DATA EDITING AND INTEGRATION PROCEDURE
DATA EDITING
Some cases were encountered with these data where the methods of data editing
available within the integration programs were not adequate. Because the plotting
program assumes that geometry for all configurations is the same and the chordwise
location of orifices on the various model parts was not absolutely identical, points were
added as required. Therefore, some interpolations or extrapolations using selected
orifices were done before the integration program was used. The row of orifices on the
body at the wing-body intersection was extended in front of the wing and aft of the wing
by interpolating between the orifices located at 90° and 135°.
Several methods were introduced into the integration program to replace or add data
points to account for:
• Plugged or leaking orifices or bad data points
• Extrapolating the data to leading and trailing edges
• Hingeline discontinuities in the pressure data
These procedures were selected by code for each point. The codes are described in the
following list and are illustrated in figure B-l. An additional use of these codes is to
ensure that only measured pressure data (CODE, = 0) are identified with symbols on
the plots.
IF CODEj = 0, use pressure as entered on tape (measured pressure)
= 20, use as entered on tape (previously replaced value)
= 1, interpolate from adjacent points
= 2, extrapolate from two preceding points
= 3, extrapolate from two following points
= 4, set equal to preceding point
= 5, set equal to following point
= 6, interpolate using points (i-2) and (i+1)
= 7, interpolate using points (i-1) and (i+2)
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Extrapolated
using code = 2
Interpolated
using code = 1
• Extrapolated
using code = 2
Extrapolated
using code = 3
JJJL Interpolatedusing code = 6
Extrapolated













Figure B-1.-Codes Used To Interpolate and Extrapolate
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IF CODE, = negative of above, evaluate as above but average with corresponding point
on opposite surface-used for leading and trailing edges of section only
where
i identifies the position of the point from the leading edge of the upper or lower
surface per section
Editing of the pressure data is done in the following order:
1. Each section is done separately.
2. Each surface (upper or lower) per section is done in the following sequence:
a. Starting at leading edge, points with codes of 1, 2, and 4
b. Starting at trailing edge, points with codes of 3, 5, 6, and 7
3. Leading- and trailing-edge points with negative codes are evaluated. Upper and
lower surface codes need not both be negative and need not be the same negative
code.
CALCULATION OF NET PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS
The net lift distribution on the section is calculated by:
Cp,net ~ ^p,lower ~ ^ p,upper (B-l)
INTEGRATION OF PRESSURE DATA
To account for the effects on integrated coefficients of the deflected control surfaces,
each streamwise section (of which there are NSECT) is divided into segments (of which
there are NSEG). These segments are the leading-edge control surface, wing box, and
trailing-edge control surface, The upper and lower surfaces of each are integrated
separately over tb.£ number of points available ((number of orifices + 2) = NP1) and are
based on the segment chord length c. Sign conventions are shown in the following






Leading edge Trailing edge
Segment Coefficents
Integration of the pressures for each segment per surface per section is the first step.
• Normal force coefficient Cn,s
NP1
i=2
Chord force coefficient CC)S
NP1
Cn,s,upper










Cm,s,net m,s,unper ~ m,s,lower
(B-6)
(B-7)
Pitching moment coefficient about 0.25c of segment Cm.25c,s
Cm.25c,s = Cm,s + °-25 Cn,s
Section Coefficents
(B-8)
Total section coefficents are obtained by summing the segment coefficients, taking into
account segment deflections as defined in the following sketch and segment chord
lengths. These coefficients are based on the section chord length Cf.
This sign convention for leading-edge deflection is used only in summation
of coefficients.






• Pitching moment coefficient about section leading edge Cm
NSEG






cs is segment chord, cm
c is section chord, cm
8 is deflection of segment relative to section chord plane, leading edge up,
degrees
xL.E.,s ifi leading edge of segment, cm
XL.E. is leading edge of section, cm
• Pitching moment coefficient about 0.25c of section Cm.25c
Cm + 0-25Cn ( B - l l )
Total Surface Coefficients
To obtain total surface coefficients, the assumption is made that the section coefficients
apply for a finite distance on both sides of each row of orifices. The equations for total
surface coefficients are as follows:
• Normal force coefficient CN
NSECT
Bending moment coefficient CB
NSECT







c is reference chord for pitching moment, cm
xref is reference station for pitching moment, cm (0.25 M.A.C.)
XL.E. i8 leading edge of section chord, cm
b/2 is reference length for bending moment, cm
DETERMINATION OF GEOMETRIC CONSTANTS REQUIRED FOR
INTEGRATION
To obtain total surface coefficients, the assumption is made that the section coefficients
apply for a finite distance on both sides of each row of orifices. The input geometry
required to calculate the areas, and products of area and length required for the
summation of total surface coefficients, are shown in the following sketch.
x. , X:-p are intercepts at y = 0,
AL E • AT E are 'oca'
V ref is reference li
, cm ) ,( for the spanwise section
n vm a n c |V 0ut
ne for bending moment, cm
x-p - x^, cm
= cr + (tan Aj g - tan A|_ ^ ) y, cm
l_ £ = x^ + t a n A ^ g y, cm
'out
• Section area:
+ tan Ay g y/*ynut /• XT TF




 (tan AT.E. ' tan AL.E.) ( (B-15)
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• Product of section area and mean chord:
/•yout /*XT + tan T .E)
Shc = / / c dy dx
t X  + ,an T.E,
y;n XL + *an L E y
cr (tan AT.E. ' tan AL.E.) (vOut2
( t anA T E - tan A L E ) 2 / 3
+
 3^ Vyout -Vi
Product of section area and moment arm:
•yout/-  r X T r tan/VT.E. y
=y J (y-y r e fKdx
y. XL + tan AL E y
_ c r - ( tanAT E - t a n A L E ) y r e f / 2 2\
2.0 \yout " yin /
tan AT E - tan AL E , -
* I tr ^ i/ *-* I _ Q
Product of section area and leading-edge coordinate:
/•yout /• XT + tanAT.E.y
V =/ / XL.E. dy d x
ym XL + tan AL.E.y
.
 x tan Ay p cr + XT ( tan AT p - tan AT p Jj % i J_i.l->. i J^ \ 1 .I--. j^ .*. —/i
x L c rV y out" y in / O
(tan AT E - tan AL.E)/
+ t a n A L E v ^-Q '(iyout - yin
Total surface reference area:
NSECT
k=l x "/K (B-19)
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• M.A.C. and X coordinate of M.A.C. leading edge:
NSECT








The required integration constants for the wing and body are shown in table B-l.
DATA PRESENTATION
Computer programs were used to generate plots in order to minimize the amount of
manual labor. The following sections describe the forms of data presentation used in
this report.
PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS
Chordwise distributions of upper surface, lower surface, and net (lower-upper) pressure
coefficients are plotted as a function of local x/c. Any interpolated or extrapolated
values are used in fairing the lines, but only actual measured values are plotted as
symbols. In cases where the measurement at a particular orifice was not valid for a
particular test point, the symbol is not shown on the plot either for local surface or net
distributions. Longitudinal pressure distributions of surface pressures are presented for
the body.
The variation of net pressure coefficients with angle of attack at specific orifice
locations is compared with theoretical predictions.
Isobar plots are drawn on the surface planform after interpolating the pressure
coefficients from the input locations (for this model all interpolated and extrapolated
data from the integration program were used) to a more dense rectangular grid of
streamwise lines (orifice stations are retained) and constant percent chord lines. This is
a linear interpolation and extrapolation process which ignores the presence of all
discontinuities such as deflected control surfaces. The final isobars in the regions near
such discontinuities will therefore be inaccurate.
Each set of four adjacent points in the rectangular grid is treated in turn and a fifth
point is added to form four triangles as shown in the following sketch. The pressure
coefficient at the center point is calculated by averaging the outer four.
The values of pressure coefficient which will be mapped are determined by marking off
a series of specified increments above and below zero, up to the maximum and minimum
pressure coeficients which exist in the rectangular grid. The upper and lower surfaces




Reference area = 3128.45 cm
M.A.C. = 75.311 cm
Half Span = 50.80 cm
Pitching moment referenced to 0.25 M.A.C.
Bending moment referenced to 0.086 -s- (v ref 4.374 cm)













































































Constant pressure coefficient line
The isobars are drawn by checking each triangle to determine if the pressure
coefficients at the ends of any triangle side are above and below the desired value, in
which case the isobar must cross that triangle side. The location of the crossing is found
by linear interpolation between the end points, and when two adjacent triangle sides
are found to contain the desired pressure coefficient a small segment of the isobar is
drawn. As each set of four points is processed, the whole isobar will be constructed from
many of these small segments. A letter symbol identifying the pressure coefficient value
is generated wherever an isobar crosses one of the rows of orifices.
SECTION AND SPANWISE LOADING CHARACTERISTICS
Section aerodynamic coefficients Cn and Cm are presented as a function of angle of
attack.
The spanwise loading is illustrated by plots of the loading parameters Cnc/c~ and
Cm 25Cc2c2 along the span of the surfaces.
TOTAL SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS




SUMMARY OF SUBSONIC-TRANSONIC PROGRAM
Prior to the present work, this model was tested at subsonic and transonic Mach
numbers in the Boeing Transonic Wind Tunnel. The Mach number range was 0.40 to
1.11 with angle of attack varying from -8° to +16° in 2° increments. A total of 54
configurations were tested. Theoretical predictions of the pressure distributions were
made using both attached- and detached-flow theories. A detailed report of these data is
available in reference 1 through 4. A brief description of the test and the theoretical
data included in this report is given in the following sections.
WIND TUNNEL CAPABILITIES
The Boeing Transonic Wind Tunnel (BTWT) is a continuous-flow, closed-circuit,
single-return facility with an operating range of Mach number from 0.0 to nearly 1.2.
The test section is 2.438 by 3.658 by 4.420 m (8 by 12 by 14.5 ft) with 11.0% of the wall
area in slots. The tunnel layout is shown in figure C-l. The tunnel stagnation pressure
is atmospheric.
The Boeing wind tunnel data system provides the capabilities of real-time test data
acquisition, feedback control computation, and display. The data system consists of an
Astrodata acquisition subsystem and a computing subsystem that uses a Xerox data
system (XDS 9300) digital computer. The Astrodata system acquires signals from the
sensors, conditions them, and passes them directly to the computer. On-line programs
provide for preparation of magnetic tapes for plotting or interfacing with off-line
programs.
TESTS AND DATA ACQUISITION
Table C-l shows the 54 configurations that were tested. Photographs of some are shown
in figures C-2 and C-3 and a diagram of the model installation in the BTWT is shown in
figure C-4. Pressure and total force data were obtained at Mach numbers of 0.40, 0.70,
0.85, 0.95, and 1.05 for all configurations and at Mach numbers of 1.00 and 1.11 for
selected configurations.
The angle of attack of the reference point (0.25 M.A.C. for this model) was determined
from several increments. The input angle of attack is determined by an encoder
mounted in the strut. This angle is then modified by the effects of sting deflection,
up-flow, and wall corrections. The corrections for sting deflection are based on the
normal force and pitching moment loads obtained during wind-on data acquisition. The
sting deflection was taken into account when setting test angles of attack to minimize
the variation in final angle of attack for the various model configurations.
The pressure data were recorded through the use of fifteen 24-position scanivalves
located in the fore body of the model. Pressure transducers in the scanivalves measured
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Figure C-1 .—Boeing Transonic Wind Tunnel
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Trailing edge deflection, deg
Full Span
30.2 17.7 8.3 4.1 0.0 -4.1 -8.3 -17.7 -30.2
Outboard (inboard = 0.0)
17.7 8.3 -8.3 -17.7
Inboard (outboard = 0.0)
17.7 8.3 -8.3 -17.7
Flat wing, rounded leading edge, trip strip off












Flat wing, rounded leading edge, trip strip on





















































































































































Trailing edge deflection, deg
Full span
30.2 17.7 ' 8.3 4.1 0.0 -4.1 -8.3 -17.7 -30.2
Outboard (inboard =0.0)
17.7 8.3 -8.3 -17.7
Inboard (outboard = 0.0)
17.7 8.3 -8.3 -17.7






























































































































Trailing edge deflection, deg
Full span
30.2 17.7 8.3 4.1 0.0 -4.1 -8.3 -17.7 -30.2
Outboard (inboard = 0.0)
17.7 8.3 -8.3 -17.7
Inboard (outboard = 0.0)
17.7 8.3 -8.3 -17.7















Flat wing, twisted trailing edge, rounded leading edge, trip strip on





































Twisted wing, rounded leading edge, trip strip on












































Figure C-2.—Model in Boeing Transonic Wind Tunnel—Flat Wing, Rounded L. E.;
L.E. Deflection, Full Span = 0.0°; T.E. Deflection, Full Span = 0.0°
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Figure C-3.—Model in Boeing Transonic Wind Tunnel—Twisted Wing, Rounded L.E.;









Figure C-4.—Model Installation in Boeing Transonic Wind Tunnel
Signals from the scanivalves, force and moment data, tunnel parameters, and model
attitude angle were recorded on the Astrodata system and reduced using the XDS 9300
computer.
Final data (pressure coefficients, tunnel parameters, and model attitude) were merged
on magnetic tapes, with appropriate configuration and test point identification for
integration and plotting of these data.
FLEXSTAB THEORETICAL PREDICTIONS
The FLEXSTAB program has been described in the main portion of this document. The
same paneling was used for the wing throughout the Mach number range. The
"interference" shell on the body was paneled differently for Mach numbers of 1.05 and
1.11 because of numerical instabilities associated with the solution. The number of
interference panels was greatly increased (from 168 to 330) as shown in figure C-5.
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Interference panels (330)
Figure C-5—Paneling for FLEXSTAB Computer Program, M = 1.05and 1.11







Trailing edge deflection, deg
Full span
30.2 17.7 8.3 4.1 0.0 -4.1 -8.3 -17.7 -30.2
Outboard (inboard = 0.0)
17.7 8.3 -8.3 -17.7
Inboard (outboard = 0.0)
17.7 8.3 -8.3 1-17.7
Flat wing, rounded lead.ing edge, trip strip off












Flat wing, rounded leading edge, trip strip on
Full span = 0.0
Inboard =0.0





















































































































Note: On the data tapes and in the tables of appendix A, the above run numbers have been








Trailing edge deflection, deg
Full span
30.2 17.7 8.3 4.1 0.0 -4.1 -8.3 -17.7 -30.2
Outboard (inboard =0.0)
17.7 8.3 -8.3 -17.7
Inboard (outboard = 0.0)
17.7 8.3 -8.3 -17.7








































































































Note: On the data tapes and in the tables of appendix A, the above run numbers have been








Trailing edge deflection, deg
Full span
30.2 17.7 8.3 4.1 0.0 -4.1 -8.3 -17.7 -30.2
Outboard (inboard =0.0)
17.7 8.3 -8.3 -17.7
Inboard (outboard = 0.0)
17.7 8.3 -8.3 -17.7















Flat wing, twisted trailing edge, round.ed leading edge, trip strip on


































































On the data tapes and in the tables of appendix A, the above run numbers have been
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Aspect ratio - 1.65
Taper ratio = 0.10
Angle of incidence = 0.0°
Reference area = 0.6256 m2 (6.734 ft2)
Span = 101.600cm (40.00 in.)






(1.740) (11.40)M.A.C. = 75.311(29.652)
MS 87.760(34.551
MS 44.435 (17.494)










Wing reference plane .
Wing contour at BL 4.374 (1.722)




All dimensions in centimeters (inches)




Twisted about points on 0.75 chord (TE hinge)-
positive leading edge up
.1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6
Ratio of semispan, y/(b/2)
.7 .8 .9 1.0
-j
CO
Figure 2.—Spanwise Twist Distribution for the Model Wing
L = 227.866cm (89.711 in.
0.50— — = 50.8cm (20.0 in.
Typical of body stations
fore and aft of wing
Typical of body stations
in area of wing Rounded L.E. contour
-x- X-
V Maximum thickness 3.36%L.E. hinge line
(0.15c) Typical wing section
T.E. hinge line
(0.75c)
^ / - _ _ ^




^— L.E. hinge line



















pockets in lower surface






Figure 4—Control Surface Bracket Details
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Figure 6.—Data Acquisition and Reduction System—9-by-7-ft Leg of
Ames Unitary Wind Tunnel
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Figure 7—Wind Tunnel Model—Flat Wing, Rounded L.E.
Figure 8.—Wind Tunnel Model—Twisted Wing
7H
Windows in tunnel walls



















Note: ACp = increment between adjacent isobars
(a) Upper Surface Isobars
Figure 10.—Wing Experimental Data—Effect of Angle of Attack; Flat Wing, Rounded L.E.; L.E. Deflection,


















Note: ACp = increment between adjacent isobars
(b) Lower Surface Isobars
Figure 10. —(Continued)
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.20 .'I .60 .80
TRACTION OF LOCAL CMORO
.20 .40 .90 .80
FKACMQN OF LOCAL CHORD










M= 1.54 (run 19)
Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
Note: Cp vacuum = -0.60





TRACTION Or LOCAL CHORD
.20 .40 .10 .80
TRACTION Or LOCAL CHORD
- . 60 ~~
.20 .40 .90 .80





(d) Lower Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions
Figure 10.—(Continued)
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.20 .40 80 .80
F A C T I O N Or L O C A L C H O R D T R A C T I O N OF
.BO .80
L O C A L C H O R D
M= 1.54 (run 19)
Flat wing, rounded L.E.
LE. deflection, full span = 0.0°

























T R A C T I O N OF
.20 .40 .60 .60
( • • A C T I O N Or L O C A L CHORD
M = 1.54 (run 19)
Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
.20 .40









T R A C T I O N OF SEMI SPAN - 2Y/B
M= 1.54 (run 19)
Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°


















Note: ACp = increment between adjacent isobars
(a) Upper Surface Isobars
Figure 1 J.—Wing Experimental Data—Effect of Angle of Attack; Flat Wing, Rounded L.E.; L.E. Deflection,
















Note: ACp = increment between adjacent isobars













.20 .40 .BO 80
FRACTION Or LOCAL CHORD F R A C T I O N o r
- . 60 ~r-—
- .205
M= 1.70 (run 20)
Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
Note: Cp/vacuum = -0.49
.20 .40
F R A C T I O N OF
.60 .80




F R A C T I O N O F L O C A L C H O R D
(d) Lower Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions
Figure 1 /.—(Continued)
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.20 .40 .tO .GO
FRACTION Or LOCAL CHORD
.20 .40 .60 .80
F R A C T I O N OF LOCAL CHORD
I .00
M= 1.70 (run 20)
Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
Note: Cp vacuum =-0.49
20 .40 .«0













.20 .40 .90 .80
FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD










.20 .40 .60 .80 1 . 0 0
M= 1.70 (run 20)
Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°






.20 .40 .80 .80
TRACTION Or CCMtSPAN - 2V/9
M= 1.70 (run 20)
Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°


















Note: ACp = increment between adjacent isobars
(a) Upper Surface Isobars
Figure 12. —Wing Experimental Data—Effect of Angle of Attack; Flat Wing, Rounded L.E.; L.E. Deflection,


















Note: ACp = increment between adjacent isobars




.20 .40 .60 .80
FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD
.70 .40 .60 .80
FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD .20 .40FRACTION OF
.60 .80
LOCAL CHORD
(c) Upper Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions
Figure 12.—(Continued)
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F R A C T I O N O F
.80 .80
L O C A L C H O R D
M = 2.10 (run 21)
Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
Note: Cp, vacuum = -0.32
.20 .40
F R A C T I O N Or
.80




-I . O O t
.20 .40
T R A C T I O N O F
.90
L O C A L C H O R D
.20 . '0 .ID .80 1 . 0 0






- . 80 —-
-.SO 7"
M = 2.10 (run 21)
Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
Note: Cp/vacuum = -0.32
.20 .->0 .DO .80
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.00
LOCAL CHORD
F R A C T I O N Or
.00 .80
LOCAL CHORD
.20 .40 .00 .BO
FRACTION Or LOCAL CHORD





- .80 •' .90
LOCAL CHORD
.80
F R A C T I O N OF LOCAL CHOP
M = 2.10 (run 21)
Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
.20 .40















<9 A B S C I SSA
O R I G I N S
M = 2.10 (run 21)
Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°



















Note: ACp = increment between adjacent isobars
(a) Upper Surface Isobars
Figure 13.—Wing Experimental Data—Effect of Angle of Attack; Flat Wing, Rounded L.E.; L.E. Deflection,

















AC n = 0.01
Note: ACp = increment between adjacent isobars
(b) Lower Surface Isobars
Figure 13.—(Continued)
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T R A C T I O N O f L O C A L CHORD
.20 .40 .90 .BO 1 .00 .20 .40 .90 .80
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FRACTION Of FRACTION OF
.90 .80
LOCAL CHORD
M = 2.50 (run 22)
Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
Note: cp, vacuum = -°-23
.20 .40
F R A C T I O N OF
.60











LOCAL CHORD .20 .40 .80 .80FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD




F R A C T I O N OF
.20 .40
F R A C T I O N OF
M = 2.50 (run 22)
Flat wing, rounded L.E.
LE. deflection, full span = 0.0°
I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
Note: Cp/ vacuum = -0.23
.40 .90 .80












(e) Net Chordwise Pressure Distributions
Figure 13. —(Continued)
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.20 .40 .60 .80
F R A C T I O N O r L O C A L C H O R D
.20 .40 .60
r « A C T i O N o r L O C A L CHORD
M = 2.50 (run 22)
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L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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AC n = 0.025
Note: ACp = increment between adjacent isobars
(a) Upper Surface Isobars
Figure 14.—Wing Experimental Data—Effect of Angle of Attack; Flat Wing, Sharp I.E.; L.E. Deflection,
















Note: ACp = increment between adjacent isobars
(b) Lower Surface Isobars
Figure 14.—(Continued)
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M= 1.70 (run 51)
Flat wing, sharp L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
Note: Cpi vacuum = -0.49
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(d) Lower Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions
Figure 14.—(Continued)
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M= 1.70 (run 51)
Flat wing, sharp L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
Note: CP( vacuum =-0.49
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(e) Net Chordwise Pressure Distributions
Figure 14. —(Continued)
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L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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M= 1.70 (run 51)
Flat wing, sharp L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°



















Note: ACp = increment between adjacent isobars
(a) Upper Surface Isobars
. Figure 15. —Wing Experimental Data—Effect of Angle of Attack; Flat Wing, Sharp L. E.; L E. Deflection,















Note: ACp = increment between adjacent isobars
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(c) Upper Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions
Figure 15.—f Con tinued)
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M = 2.50 (run 53)
Flat wing, sharp L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
Note: Cpf vacuum =-0.23
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(d) Lower Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions
Figure 15.—(Continued)
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M = 2.50 (run 53)
Flat wing, sharp L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°






















(e) Net Chord wise Pressure Distributions
Figure 15.—(Continued)
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L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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M = 2.50 (run 53)
Flat wing, sharp L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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(a) Upper Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions
Figure 16—Wing Experimental Data—Effect of L.E. Shape With Angle of Attack; Flat Wing; L.E. Deflection,
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L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
Note: Cp, vacuum = -°-49
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Note: AC» = increment between adjacent isobars
(a) Upper Surface Isobars
Figure 17.—Wing Experimental Data—Effect of Angle of Attack; Twisted Wing, Rounded L.E.;















Note: ACp = increment between adjacent isobars
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M= 1.60 (run 1)
Twisted wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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(d) Lower Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions
Figure 17.—(Continued)
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(e) Net Chordwise Pressure Distributions
Figure 17.—(Continued)
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ANCLC OF ATTACK ALPHA - OCGaCCS
M= 1.60 (run 1)
Twisted wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°















Note: ACp = increment between adjacent isobars
(a) Upper Surface Isobars
Figure 18.—Wing Experimental Data—Effect of Angle of Attack; Twisted Wing, Rounded L.E.;








Note: ACp = increment between adjacent isobars
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M = 1.70 (run 3)
Twisted wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
Note: Cp, vacuum =-°-49
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(e) Net Chordwise Pressure Distributions
Figure 18.—(Continued)
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M = 1.70 (run 3)
Twisted wing, rounded LE.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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M= 1.70 (run 3}
Twisted wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
















Note: ACp = increment between adjacent isobars
(a) Upper Surface Isobars
Figure 19.—Wing Experimental Data—Effect of Angle of Attack; Twisted Wing, Rounded L.E.;














Note: ACp = increment between adjacent isobars
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(c) Upper Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions
Figure 19.—(Continued)
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M= 1.90 (run 4,6)
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I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
Note: cp. vacuum =-°-40
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M= 1.90 (run 4,6)
Twisted wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
Note: Cp, vacuum =-°-40
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Note: ACp = increment between adjacent isobars










Note: AC- = increment between adjacent isobars
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(c) Upper Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions
Figure 20.—(Continued)
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Twisted wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
Note:
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(d) Lower Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions
Figure 20—(Continued!
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M = 2.10 (run 9)
Twisted wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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(e) Net Chordwise Pressure Distributions
Figure 20.—(Continued)
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Twisted wing, rounded L.E.
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M = 2.10 (run 9)
Twisted wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°





Note: ACp = increment between adjacent isobars
(a) Upper Surface Isobars
Figure 21.~Wing Experimental Data—Effect of Angle of Attack; Twisted Wing, Rounded L.E.;















Note: ACp = increment between adjacent isobars
(b) Lower Surface Isobars
Figure 21.—(Continued)
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M = 2.50 (run 10)
Twisted wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
Note: c p, vacuum
.20 .40
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(d) Lower Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions
Figure 21.—(Continued)
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M = 2.50 (run 10)
Twisted wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
Note: cp, vacuum =-°-23
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M = 2.50 (run 10)
Twisted wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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M = 2.50 (run 10)
Twisted wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
(f) Spanload Distributions and Section Aerodynamic Coefficients
Figure 21.—(Concluded)
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(a) Upper Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions
Figure 22.—Wing Experimental Data—Effect of Wing Twist With Angle of Attack; Rounded L.E.;
L.E. Deflection, Full Span = 0.0°; T.E. Deflection, Full Span = 0.0°; M = 1.70
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L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
Note: Cp, vacuum = -0.49
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T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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ANCLE OF A T T A C K ALPHA - DEGREES
(d) Section Aerodynamic Coefficients—Normal Force
Figure 22.—(Continued)
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LE. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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(a) Upper Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions
Figure 23.—Wing Experimental Data—Effect of Wing Twist With Angle of Attack; Rounded L.E.,
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L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
Note: C,p, vacuum = -0.23
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L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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ANCLE OF ATTACK ALPHA - DCORCCS
M = 2.50
Rounded LE.
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I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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(a) Upper Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions
Figure 24.—Wing Experimental Data—Effect of Full Span L.E. Deflection With Angle of Attack; Flat
Wing; Rounded L.E.; T.E. Deflection, Full Span = 0.0°; M = 1.70
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Flat wing, rounded L.E.
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
Note: Cp, vacuum =-°-49
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(c) Net Chordwise Pressure Distributions
Figure 24.—(Continued)
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(d) Section Aerodynamic Coefficients-Normal Force
Figure 24—(Continued)
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ANGLE OF ATT A C K ALPHA - DEGREES
F A T T A C K ALPHA - OEGSEES
M= 1.70
Flat wing, rounded L.E.
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(e) Section Aerodynamic Coefficients—Pitching Moment
Figure 24.—(Continued)
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Flat wing, rounded L.E.
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(a) Upper Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions
Figure 25.—Wing Experimental Data—Effect of Full Span L.E. Deflection With Angle of Attack;
Flat Wing; Sharp L.E.; T.E. Deflection, Full Span = 0.0°; M = 1.70
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Flat wing, sharp L.E.
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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(e) Section Aerodynamic Coefficients—Pitching Moment
Figure 25.—(Continued)
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Flat wing, sharp L.E.
I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°















(a) Upper Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions , a= 0
Figure 26.—Wing Experimental Data—Effect of Full Span T. E. Deflection With Angle of Attack;
Flat Wing; Rounded L.E.; L.E. Deflection, Full Span = 0.0°; M = 1.70
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Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
Note: cp, vacuum =-°-49
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Note: Cp, vacuum =-°-49
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Flat wing, rounded L.E.
LE. deflection, full span = 0.0°
Note: Cp, vacuum =-°-49
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Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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Flat wing, rounded L.E.
LE. deflection, full span = 0.0°
(j) Wing Aerodynamic Coefficients
Figure 26.—(Concluded)
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(a) Upper Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions.a = 0°
Figure 27.—Wing Experimental Data—Effect of Full Span T.E. Deflection With Angle of Attack;
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Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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Flat wing, rounded L.E.
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Flat wing, rounded L.E.
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XA - O C C R C C 5
M = 2.50
Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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(a) Upper Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions
Figure 28.—Wing Experimental Data—Effect of Full Span T.E. Deflection With Angle of Attack;
Twisted Wing, Rounded L.E.; L.E. Deflection, Full Span = 0.0°; M = 1.70
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Twisted wing, rounded L.E.
LE. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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Twisted wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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(d) Section Aerodynamic Coefficients—Normal Force
Figure 28.—(Continued)
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Twisted wing, rounded L.E.
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(e) Section Aerodynamic Coefficients—Pitching Moment
Figure 28.—(Continued)
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Twisted wing, rounded L.E.










Twisted wing, rounded L.E.
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Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L. E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, outboard = 0.0°
(a) Spanload Distributions—Normal Force
Figure 29 — Wing Experimental Data—Effect of Partial Span T.E. Deflection With Angle of Attack;
Flat Wing, Rounded L.E.; L.E. Deflection, Full Span = 0.0°; T.E. Deflection,
Outboard = 0.0°; M = 1.70
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(b) Spanload Distributions—Pitching Moment
Figure 29.—(Concluded)
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(a) Spanload Distributions-Normal Force
Figure 30.—Wing Experimental Data—Effect of Partial Span T.E. Deflection With Angle of Attack;
Flat Wing, Rounded L.E.; L.E. Deflection, Full Span = 0.0°,- T.E. Deflection,
Outboard = 0.0°; M = 2.10
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Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L,E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
I.E. deflection, outboard = 0.0°
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Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
I.E. deflection, outboard = 0.0°
(a) Spanload Distributions—Normal Force
Figure 31—Wing Experimental Data—Effect of Partial Span T.E. Deflection With Angle of Attack;
Flat Wing, Rounded L E.; L E. Deflection, Full Span = 0.0°; T.E. Deflection,
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Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span =0.0°
I.E. deflection, outboard = 0.0°
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(a) Spanload Distributions—Normal Force
Figure 32.—Wing Experimental Data—Effect of Partial Span T.E. Deflection With Angle of Attack;
Flat Wing, Rounded L.E.; L.E. Deflection, Full Span = 0.0°; T.E. Deflection,
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M = 2.10
Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, inboard = 0.0°
(a) Spanload Distributions—Normal Force
Figure 33.—Wing Experimental Data—Effect of Partial Span T.E. Deflection With Angle of Attack;
Flat Wing, Rounded L.E.; L.E. Deflection, Full Span =0.0°; T.E. Deflection,
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Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
I.E. deflection, inboard = 0.0°
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(a) Spanload Distributions-Normal Force
Figure 34—Wing Experimental Data—Effect of Partial Span T.E. Deflection With Angle of Attack;
Flat Wing, Rounded L.E.; L.E. Deflection, Full Span = 0.0°; T.E. Deflection,
Inboard = 0.0°; M = 2.50
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Flat wing, rounded L.E,
LE. deflection, full span = 0.0°
(a) Spanload Distributions—Normal Force
Figure 35.—Wing Experimental Data— Effect of Partial Span T.E. Deflection With Angle of Attack;
Flat Wing, Rounded L.E.; L.E. Deflection, Full Span = 0.0°; M = 1.70
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Flat wing, rounded L.E.
LE. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
(a) Spanload Distributions—Normal Force
Figure 36.—Wing Experimental Data—Effect of Partial Span T. E. Deflection With Angle of Attack;
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Flat wing, rounded L.E.
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Flat wing, rounded L.E.
LE. deflection, full span = 0.0°
(a) Spanload Distributions—Normal Force
Figure 37.—Wing Experimental Data—Effect of Partial Span T.E. Deflection With Angle of Attack;
Flat Wing, Rounded LE; LE. Deflection, Full Span = 0.0°; M = 2.50
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T R A C T I O N OF SCMISPAN -
.80 1.00
M = 2.50
Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°




r » A C T ! O N OF BOOT L E N G T H
.20 .40 .80 .80F R A C T I O N or BOOT LENGTH .20 .40 .00 .80F R A C T I O N OF B O O T LENGTH
Figure 38.—Body Surface Longitudinal Pressure Distributions—Effect of Angle of Attack;
Flat Wing, Rounded L.E.; L.E. Deflection, Full Span = 0.0°; T.E. Deflection,





FRACTION OF 800Y LENGTH
M= 1.54 (run 19)
Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
Note: cp, vacuum =-°-60
Figure 38.—(Concluded)
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.20 .40 .60 .80
FRACTION Or BOOT LENGTH
.20 .40 .80 .80
TRACTION Or BODY LENGTH
.20 .40 .60
F R A C T I O N OF S O O T LENGTH
Figure 39.—Body Surface Longitudinal Pressure Distributions—Effect of Angle of Attack;
Flat Wing, Rounded L.E.; L.E. Deflection, Full Span = 0.0°; T.E. Deflection,
Full Span = 0.0°; M = 1.70
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'' 1 "—']"—[•-- -f
M= 1.70 (run 20)
Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°





.20 .'0 .80 .SP
F R A C T I O N Or BOOT LENGTH
- . 80
.20 .10 .80 .80
F R A C T I O N OF BOOT L E N G T H
.20 .40 .80
F R A C T I O N O F B O O T L E N G T H
Figure 40.—Body Surface Longitudinal Pressure Distributions—Effect of Angle of Attack;
Flat Wing, Rounded L.E.; LE. Deflection, Full Span = 0.0°; T.E. Deflection,
Full Span = 0.0°; M = 2.10
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.20 .40 .60
FRACTION OF BOOT LCNCT
.20 .40 .90 .80
FRACTION Or BOOT LENGTH
M = 2.10 (run 21)
Flat wing, rounded L.E.
LE. deflection, full span = 0.0°
I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°




FRACTION OF BOOT LENGTH
.40 .60 .BO
FRACTION Or BOOT LCNCTM
.20 .40 .80 .80
TRACTION Or BOOT LtNCTH
Figure 41.—Body Surface Longitudinal Pressure Distributions—Effect of Angle of Attack;
Flat Wing, Rounded L.E.; I.E. Deflection, Full Span = 0.0°; T.E. Deflection,
Full Span = 0.0°; M = 2.50
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.20 .40 .80 .80
FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH
.20 .^0 .60 .80
T R A C T I O N OF BOOT LENGTH
M = 2.50 (run 22)
Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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Till'
JIT
.20 ."0 .SO .90
F R A C T I O N O r B O O T L E N O T H
.20 .40 .60 80
FRACTION or BOOT LENGTH
20 .'0 .90 .80
FRACTION OF BOOT LENGTH
Figure 42.—Body Surface Longitudinal Pressure Distributions—Effect of Angle of Attack;
Flat Wing, Sharp L.E.; L.E. Deflection, Full Span = 0.0°; T.E. Deflection,




F R A C T I O N O P B O O T L E N G T H
M= 1.70 (run 51)
Flat wing, sharp L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
Note: cp, vacuum =-°-49
Figure 42.—(Concluded)
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.20 .40 .80 -80
F R A C T I O N O F B O O T L E N G T H
.20 .40 .SO .60
F R A C T I O N O F B O O T L E N G T H
Figure 43.—Body Surface Longitudinal Pressure Distributions—Effect of Angle of Attack;
Twisted Wing, Rounded L.E.; LE. Deflection, Full Span = 0.0°; T.E. Deflection,
Full Span = 0.0°; M = 1.60
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.20 .40 .BO .80
F R A C T I O N O f B O O T L E N G T H
M= 1.60 (run 1}
Twisted wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
Note: cp, vacuum =-°-56
Figure 43.—(Concluded)
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.20 .40 .80 .80
F R A C T I O N O r B O O V L E N G T H
.20 .'0 .00
F R A C T I O N O f B O O T L E N G T H
.20 .40 .60 .80
T R A C T I O N O F B O O T L E N G T H
.20 .40 .90
T R A C T I O N O F B O O V L E N G T H
Figure 44.—Body Surface Longitudinal Pressure Distributions—Effect of Angle of Attack;
Twisted Wing, Rounded L.E.; L.E. Deflection, Full Span = O.(f; T.E. Deflection,
Full Span = 0.0°; M=1.70
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.20 .40 -SO
TRACT JON OF BOOT LtNCTH
.20 .4Q .60 .80
FKACMON OF 800Y LENGTH
M= 1.70 (run 3)
Twisted wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
Note: Cp, vacuum =-°-49
Figure 44.—(Concluded!
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.20 .40 .60 .80F R A C T I O N or aoor L E N G T H
.20 .40 .80 .60





Figure 45.—Body Surface Longitudinal Pressure Distributions—Effect of Angle of Attack;
Twisted Wing, Rounded L.E.; LE. Deflection, Full Span = 0.0°; T.E. Deflection,
Full Span = 0.0°; M = 1.90
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.20 .40 .60
F R A C T I O N O F B O O T L E N G T H
M= 1.90 (run 4,6)
Twisted wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
Note: Cp, vacuum =-°-40
Figure 45.—(Concluded)
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.20 .40 .80 .80
F R A C T I O N O r B O O T L E N G T H
.20 .'0 .go .80F R A C T I O N o r B O O T L E N G T H
.20 .40 .«0 .80
FRACTION Or BOOT LENGTH
.20 .40 .90 .80
FRACTION OF BOOT LENGTH
Figure 46.—Body Surface Longitudinal Pressure Distributions—Effect of Angle of Attack;
Twisted Wing, Rounded L.E.; L.E. Deflection, Full Span = 0.0°; T.E. Deflection,
Full Span = 0.0°; M = 2.10
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.20 .40 .60 .80
F R A C T I O N O F B O O T L E N G T H
M = 2.10 (run 9)
Twisted wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
Note: cp, vacuum =-°-32
Figure 46.—(Concluded)
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.20 .40 .90 .80
FRACTION Or SOOr LENGTH
.40 .60 .80
FRACTION OF BOOT LENGTH
.20 .40 .60 .80
FRACTION OF BOOT LENGTH
.20 .40 .60
F R A C T I O N OF BOOr L E N G T H
Figure 47.—Body Surface Longitudinal Pressure Distributions—Effect of Angle of Attack;
Twisted Wing, Rounded L.E.; LE. Deflection, Full Span = 0.0°; T.E. Deflection,
Full Span = 0.0°; M = 2.50
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.40 . to . ao
F R A C T I O N O F B O D Y L E N G T H
M = 2.50 (run 10)
Twisted wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°



































































B T U T 1415 263
B T U T 1415 267
BTUT 1415 266
BTUT 1415 26S
B T U T 1415 264




(a) Leading Edge Pressure
Figure 48.—Wing Experimental Data—Effect of Mach Number and Angle of Attack; Flat Wing,













Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°




















































ARC 137 22 HI
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MACH T C S T [ .0. RUN
O .40 B T M T 415 269
Q .70 B T U T 1415 263
O .85 B T t l T 1415 267
A -85 B T u r 415 266
ti 1.00 B T M T 415 268
Q 1 .05 B f l / T 1415 264
Q 1 . 1 1 B T W T 141S 20
Q 1 .70 ARC 137 20
« 2 . 1 0 ARC 137 21
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12 16
Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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ANGLE OF A T T A C K A L P H A
Flat wing, rounded L.E.
LE. deflection, full span = 0.0°




















MACH T E S T t .0. RUN
. 4 0 B T W T 1415 2 6 9
. 70 BTW 415 263
.85 BTW 415 287
.95 BTW 415 266
1 .00 BTW 415 268
1 .05 BTW 415 284
1.11 B T W T - 4 . 5 2 0
1 . 70 ARC 137 20
2 . 1 0 ARC 137 21
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Ci 1 .00 E
Q 1 .05 E
3 1 . 1 1 E
9 1 .70
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Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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M A C H T t S T I . 0 . RUN
O .40 B T 1415 289
Q .70 B T 1415 283
O .85 8 T 1415 267
A .95 B T 1 4 1 5 266
£i 1 .00 B 1 T 1415 288
B 1 .05 B T 1415 264
Q 1 . 1 1 B T 1 4 1 5 20
9 1 . 7 0 ARC 137 20
« 2 . 1 0 ARC 137 21
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A N C L E OP A T T A C K A L P H A -
































Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°


















































































































Flat wing, rounded L.E.
LE. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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MACH T E S T
O .40 B T U T
Q .70 B T U T
<•> .85 B T U T
A .95 B T U T
k 1 .00 B T U T
Q 1 .05 B T U T
Q 1 . 1 1 B T U T
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Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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T C S T i . o .
B T U T 1415
a T U T 1415
9 T U T 1415
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(j) Net Pressure at 0.725 £
F/gt/re 48.—(Continued)
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Flat wing, rounded I.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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(k) Section Normal Force Coefficients vs. Angle of Attack, M = 0.40 Through 1.05
Figure 48..—(Continued)
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0 4 8 12 18 20 24
ANGLC OF A T T A C K ALPHA - DEGREES
Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
0 4 8
ANGLE OF ATTACK





0 4 8 12 18 20 24 28
ANGLE Or ATTACK ALPHA - DECREES
j
-40 4 8 12 IS 20 24
ANGLE OF ATTACK ALPHA - DECREES
(I) Section Pitching Moment Coefficients vs. Angle of Attack, M = 0.40 Through 1.05
Figure 48. —(Continued)
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jMACH TEST I.D. RUN















i l i l i m i l l I h ! l i t
Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
16 20 24













A 1.70 ARC 137
2.10 ARC 137
B 2.50 ARC 137
20 Z4
OCGRCC5
MACH TEST I.0. RUN





0 4 8 12
ANCLt Or ATTACK ALP
16 20 24 28
HA - DEG8CCS
(m) Section Normal Force Coefficients vs. Angle of Attack, M = 1.05 Through 2.50
Figure 48. —(Continued)
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HACK TEST i.o. RUN
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ANGLE OF A T T A C K ALPHA - DEGREES
0 4 8 12 18 20 24










Flat wing, rounded L.E.
LE. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0,0°
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0 4 8 12 16 20 24
ANCLC Or ATT A C K ALPHA - DEGREES
16 20 24
- DEGREES


































OR I G I N S
Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
0 4 8 12 18 20 24 28













Flat wing, rounded L.E.
LE. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
16 20 24
- O C G R C C S



















Flat wing, rounded L.E.
LE. deflection, full span = 0.0°










2.00 2.40 1.20 1 . 60 2.00 2. 40
MACH NUMBCR




.80 1.20 I . 90 2.
MACM NUMBER
00 2.40 1.20 1 .60
MACH NUMBER
2.00 2.40
Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°















2.00. 2.40 .80 1.20 1 . 60
MACH NUMBER
2.00 2.40
Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
1.20 1 .60
MACH NUMBER






Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
.80 1.20 1.90 2.00
MACH NUMBER













(a) Section Normal Force Coefficients vs. Angle of Attack, M = 0.40 Through 1.05
Figure 49.—Wing Experimental Data—Effect of Mach Number and Angle of Attack; Flat Wing,
Sharp L.E.; LE. Deflection, Full Span = 0.0°; T.E. Deflection, Full Span = 0.0°
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Flat wing, sharp L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°



















12 IB 20 24 28
A L P H A - O C C P C C S
Flat wing, sharp L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°








































0 4 8 12
ANCLC OF ATTACK ALP
18 20 24 28
HA - OCGRECS
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Flat wing, sharp L. E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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ANGLE Or ATTACK ALPHA - OCGRCCS
18 20 24
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0 4 8 12 18 20 24
ANCLC OF A T T A C K ALPHA - DEGREES
._ MACH TEST 1.0. RUN
B T W T 1415 373
9IWT 1415 357




Flat wing, sharp L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°





- O C G R C C S
Flat wing, sharp L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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Flat wing, sharp L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°




.80 1.20 1 .60
MACH NUMBER
2 .00 Z . 4 0
.to 1.20 i . e o
MACH NUM9CR
2.00 2 . 4 0





.80 1 .20 I .80 2. 00
MACH NUMBER
Flat wing, sharp L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°





(g) Section Aerodynamic Coefficients—Pitching Moment
Figure 49.—(Continued)
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.80 1.20 1 . 6 0
MACH NUM9ER
2 . 0 0 J . 4 0
Flat wing, sharp L.E.
I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°





.40 .so i.zo i .eo z .aa z . t o
Flat wing, sharp L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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(a) Section Normal Force Coefficients vs. Angle of Attack, M = 0.40 Through 1.10
Figure 50. -Wing Experimental Data—Effect of Mach Number and Angle of Attack; Twisted Wing,
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Twisted wing, rounded L.E.
LE. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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(b) Section Pitching Moment Coefficients vs. Angle of Attack, M = 0.40 Through 1.10
Figure 50. —(Continued)
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ANGLE OF A T T A C K
12 18 20 24
A L P H A - O C G R C C S
Twisted wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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Twisted wing, rounded L.E.
I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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ANCLC Or A T T A C K ALPHA - OCGRCCS










0 4" 8 12 16 20 2'
ANCLE OF A T T A C K ALPHA - DEGREES
TEST I.D.






0 4 8 12 18 20 24 28
ANCLE Or A T T A C K ALPHA - DEGREES
Twisted wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°




1 .20 —— —
; MACH rcsr i.o. RUN
O .40 BTyr 1415 450




' O .85 BTur 1415 449
A .9S BTwr 1415 447
ti I .00 BTyr I4is 448
D 1 .OS BTyr 1415 448
.•0 Q 1 .10
16 20 24
A - DEGREES
Twisted wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
18 20 24
- DCGOECS
(e) Wing Aerodynamic Coefficients vs. Angle of Attack
Figure 50.—(Continued)
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.— M A C H TEST I.0. RUN






04 8 12 16 20 24
ANCLC OF ATTACK ALPHA - DCGRCCS
Twisted wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°








(f 1 Section Aerodynamic Coefficients-Normal Force
Figure 50. —(Continued)
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1.20 1 . 8 0
MACH NUMBER
2 .00 2 . 4 0
Twisted wing, rounded L.E.
LE. deflection, full span = 0.0°





















.80 1 .20 1 . 80 2. 00 2. 40
MACH NUMBER
(g) Section Aerodynamic Coefficients—Pitching Moment
Figure 50. —(Continued)
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•' io .. . o l".'."BrTTrra
MACH NUMBER •80 1.20 1.60
MACH NUMOCR
2.00 2.40
Twisted wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
•I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
MACH NUMBER






Twisted wing, rounded L.E.
I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
















KCH TEST 1.0. RUN
.40 Blur MIS 183
.70 BTIIT I4IS 179
.85 Blur 1415 162
.95 BTUT 1415 181
































0 4 8 12
ANCLC OF ATTACK ALP
16 20 24 28
HA - DEDUCES
(a) Section Normal Force Coefficients vs. Angle of Attack, M = 0.40 Through 1.05
Figure 51. —Wing Experimental Data—Effect of Mach Number and Angle of Attack; Flat Wing,
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Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 5.1°
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- DEGREES
Flat wing, rounded L.E.
LE. deflection, full span = 5.1°
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18 20 24 28
HA - OCCRCCS
(c) Section Pitching Moment Coefficients vs. Angle of Attack, M = 1.05 Through 2.50
Figure 51. —(Continued)
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MACH TEST 1.0. RUN
O 1.OS BTUT 14IS 180
Q 1 . 1 1 Blur 1415 178
1.70 ARC 137 16
A 2.10 ARC 137 17
fck 2.50 APC 137 18
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MACH TEST I.0. RUN
O 1•05 BTur 1415 180
Q 1 . 1 1 BT W T 1415 178
O 1.70 ARC 137 16
A 2.10 ARC 137 17
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Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 5.1°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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TEST 1.0. RUN |
BTWT 1415 180 j
TUT 1415 178
ARC 137 16 j
ARC 137 17 |
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j
Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 5.1°
I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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ANGLC OF ATTACK ALPHA - OCGRCCS ANCLC OF A T T A C K
12 IS 20 24
ALPHA - OCGPCCS
TEST 1.0.
81 Wt MIS 183
T W T MIS 179
BTUT MIS IS2
MIS 181
Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 5.1°
I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
o 4 a 12 IB 20 24
ANGLE Or ATTACK ALPHA - OCGP.CCS
(e) Wing Aerodynamic Coefficients vs. Angle of Attack
Figure 51. —(Continued)
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MACH TEST 1.0. RUN
„„! G 1.05 BTUT 1415 180
' '° B I .11 BTyT 1415 178
O 1.'0 ARC 137 16
A 2.10 ARC 137 17
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Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 5.1°
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(f) Section Aerodynamic Coefficients—Normal Force
Figure 51. —(Continued)
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1.20 I . S O
MACH NUMBER
2 .00 2 . to
Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 5.1°
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(g) Section Aerodynamic Coefficients—Pitching Moment
Figure 51.—(Continued)
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Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 5.1°
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(a) Section Normal Force Coefficients vs. Angle of Attack, M = 0.40 Through 1.05
Figure 52. —Wing Experimental Data—Effect of Mach Number and Angle of Attack; Flat Wing,
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(b) Section Pitching Moment Coefficients vs. Angle of Attack, M =0.40 Through 1.05
Figure 52. -(Continued)
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Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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(f) Section Aerodynamic Coefficients—Normal Force
Figure 52.—(Continued)
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(a) Section Normal Force Coefficients, a= -8°
Figure 53.—Wing Experimental Data—Effect of T.E. Control Surface Deflection With Mach Number
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Flat wing, rounded L.E.
LE. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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(e) Section Normal Force Coefficients, O!= 8
Figure 53.—(Continued)
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(h) Wing Aerodynamic Coefficients, Oi= 0°
Figure 53.—(Continued)
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Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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(a) Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions , Ot= 2
Figure 55.—Wing Theory-to-Experiment Comparison—Flat Wing, Rounded L.E.; L.E. Deflection,
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M= 1.70 (run 20)
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Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
Note: Cp, vacuum =-°-49
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M= 1.70 (run 20)
a= 15°
Flat wing, rounded L.E.
I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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M = 1.70 (run 20)
Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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(j) Wing Aerodynamic Coefficients
Figure 55.—(Concluded)
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(b) Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions, <x= 2°
Figure 56.—Wing Theory-to-Experiment Comparison—Flat Wing, Rounded L.E.; L.E. Deflection,







M = 2.10 (run 21)
a=2°
Flat wing, rounded L.E.
LE. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
Note: Cp, vacuum = -°-32
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(b) Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions, cv= 4
Figure 56. —(Continued)
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M = 2.10 (run 21)
a = 4°
Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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M = 2.10 (run 21)
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Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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(d) Surface Chord wise Pressure Distributions, a= 15°
Figure 56.- —(Continued)
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M = 2.10 (run 21)
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Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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M = 2.10 (run 21)
Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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(g) Section Aerodynamic Coefficients—Normal Force
Figure 56.—(Continued)
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(h) Section Aerodynamic Coefficients-Pitching Moment
Figure 56. —(Continued)
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M = 2.10 (run 21)
Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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M = 2.10 (run 21)
Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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(a) Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions, CY= 2°
Figure 57.—Wing Theory-to-Experiment Comparison—Flat Wing, Rounded I.E.; I.E. Deflection,
Full Span = 0.0°; T.E. Deflection, Full Span = 0.0°; M = 2.50
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M = 2.50 (run 22)
a =2°
Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°




























(b) Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions, 01= 4°
Figure 57. —(Continued)
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M = 2.50 (run 22)
a = 4°
Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
Note: Cp, vacuum =-°-23
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L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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T R A C T I O N OF L O C A L CHORD
M = 2.50 (run 22)
« =15°
Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°































































M = 2.50 (run 22)
Flat wing, rounded L.E.
I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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M = 2.50 (run 22)
Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0,0°
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ANGLE OF ATTACK ALPHA - OCCReCS ANCLC Or ATTACK ALPHA - DEGREES
(g) Section Aerodynamic Coefficients—Normal Force
Figure 57.—(Continued)
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M = 2.50 (run 22)
Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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M = 2.50 (run 22)
Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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(a) a =2°, 6°. 15°
Figure 58.—Body Theory-to-Experiment Comparison—Flat Wing, Rounded L.E.; L.E. Deflection,
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M= 1.70 (run 20)
Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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M= 1.70 (run 20)
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LE. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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(a) a =2°, 6°, 15°
Figure 59.—Body Theory-to-Experiment Comparison—Flat Wing, Rounded L.E.; L.E. Deflection,
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M = 2.10 (run 21)
Flat wing, rounded L.E.
LE. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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FRACTION OF BOOT LENGTH
(a) a = 2°, 6°, 15°
Figure 60. —Body Theory-to-Experiment Comparison—Flat Wing, Rounded L.E.; LE. Deflection,
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M = 2.50 (run 22)
Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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F R A C T I O N OF BODY L E N G T H
M = 2.50 (run 22)
Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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(a) Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions,<X= 2°
Figure 61.—Wing Theory-to-Experiment Comparison—Twisted Wing, Rounded L.E.; L.E. Deflection,
Full Span = 0.0°; T. E. Deflection, Full Span = 0.0°; M=1.70
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M= 1.70 (run 3)
a = 2°
Twisted wing, rounded L.E.
LE. deflection, full span = 0.0°
I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
Note: Cp, vacuum =-°-49
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M= 1.70 (run 3)
a =4°
Twisted wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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(d) Surface Chord wise Pressure Distributions , a= 15°
Figure 61. —(Continued)
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M= 1.70 (run 3)
a= 15°
Twisted wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
Note: C
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M = 1.70 (run 3)
Twisted wing, rounded L.E.
I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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M= 1.70 (run 3)
Twisted wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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(h) Section Aerodynamic Coefficients - Pitching Moment
Figure 61. —(Continued)
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M = 1.70 (run 3)
Twisted wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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M = 1.70 (run 3)
Twisted wing, rounded L.E.
LE. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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M= 1.70 (run 3)
Twisted wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°















(a) Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions, «= 2°
Figure 62.—Wing Theory-to-Experiment Comparison—Twisted Wing, Rounded L.E.; L.E. Deflection,
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M = 2.10 (run 9)
a =2°
Twisted wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
Note: C p, vacuum
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.20 .40 .60 .80
FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD
M = 2.10 (run 9)
a = 4°
Twisted wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
Note: Cp/vacuum =-0.32
.00 .80
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FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD
M= 2.10 (run 9)
a=8°
Twisted wing, rounded L.E.
LE. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
Note: cp, vacuum =-°-32
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M = 2.10 (run 9)
a= 15°
Twisted wing, rounded L.E.
LE. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
Note: C p, vacuum
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M = 2.10 (run 9)
Twisted wing, rounded L.E.
LE. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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(f) Net Chordwise Pressure Distributions , a= 4°, 8°
Figure 62. -(Continued)
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M = 2.10 (run 9)
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T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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Figure 62.-(Concluded)
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FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD
(a) Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions, Ot= 2°
Figure 63.—Wing Theory-to-Experiment Comparison—Twisted Wing, Rounded L.E.; L.E. Deflection,
Full Span = 0.0°; T.E. Deflection, Full Span = 0.0°; M = 2.50
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M = 2.50 (run 10
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M = 2.50 (run 10)
a =8°
Twisted wing, rounded L.E.
LE. deflection, full span = 0.0°
I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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M = 2.50 (run 10)
a = 15°
Twisted wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
Note: cp, vacuum =-°-23
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M = 2.50 (run 10)
Twisted wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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M = 2.50 (run 10}
Twisted wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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(g) Section Aerodynamic Coefficients—Normal Force
Figure 63.-< Continued)
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Figure 63. —(Continued)
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M = 2.50 (run 10)
Twisted wing, rounded L.E.
I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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M = 2.50 (run 10)
Twisted wing, rounded L.E.
I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
(i) Spanload Distributions
Figure 63. — (Continued)
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LPHA - DECREES
M = 2.50 (run 10)
Twisted wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
(j) Wing Aerodynamic Coefficients
Figure 63.-(Concluded)
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FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD
(a) Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions, K= 0°
Figure 64. -Wing Theory-to-Experiment Comparison—Flat Wing, Rounded L.E.; L.E. Deflection,
Full Span = 5.1°; T.E. Deflection, Full Span = 0.0°; M = 1.70
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M= 1.70 (run 16)
a =0°
Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 5.1°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
Note: Cp, vacuum =-°-49
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M = 1.70 (run 16)
a = 4°
Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 5.1°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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M = 1.70 (run 16)
a =8°
Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 5.1°
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M= 1.70 (run 16)
a = 15°
Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 5.1°
I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
Note: Cp, vacuum = -°'49
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F L E X S T A B
M= 1.70 (run 16)
Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 5.1°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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M= 1.70 (run 16)
Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 5.1°
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M = 1.70 (run 16)
Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 5.1°
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ANGLC OF ATTACK ALPHA - DEGREES
(h) Section Aerodynamic Coefficients—Pitching Moment
Figure 64. —(Continued)
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(a) Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions, <X= 0°
Figure 65.—Wing Theory-to-Experiment Comparison—Flat Wing, Rounded L.E.; L.E. Deflection,
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M = 2. 10 (run 27)
a = 0°
Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 8.3°
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(b) Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions, U= 4
Figure 65, —(Continued)
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(c) Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions, «= 8°
Figure 65.—(Continued)
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M= 2.10 (run 27)
a = 8°
Flat wing, rounded L.E.
I.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 8.3°
Note: Cp, vacuum =-°-32
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(e) Net Chordwise Pressure Distributions, a = 0°, 8°
Figure 65.—(Continued)
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(f) (Concluded)
Figure 65.— (Continued)
M = 2.10 (run 27)
Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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(a) Upper Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions, Ct= 0°
Figure 66. —Wing Theory-to-Experiment Comparison—Flat Wing, Rounded L.E.; L.E. Deflection,

















































































































































Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, outboard = 0.0°
Note: Cp, vacuum = -0.32
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Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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a = 8 °
Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, outboard = 0.0°
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(e) Lower Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions, a= 8°
Figure 66.—(Continued)
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None: Cp, vacuum = -0.32
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Flat wing, rounded L.E.
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(a) Upper Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions, a= 0°
Figure 67.—Wing Theory-to-Experiment Comparison—Flat Wing, Rounded L.E.; LE. Deflection,
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Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
I.E. deflection, inboard = 0.0°
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'p, vacuum = -0.32
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Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
I.E. deflection, inboard = 0.0°
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(e) Lower Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions, a = 8°
Figure 67. —(Continued)
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Flat wing, rounded L.E.
LE. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, inboard = 0.0°
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ANCLC OF A T T A C K ALPHA - OCGRCCS
M = 2.10
Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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Flat wing, rounded L.E.
LE. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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Flat wing, rounded L.E.
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(a) Section Aerodynamic Coefficients—Normal Force
Figure 68.—Wing Theory-to-Experiment Comparison —Effect of Maori Number and Angle of Attack;
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(a) Section Aerodynamic Coefficients—Normal Force
Figure 69.—Wing Theory-to- Experiment Comparison —Effect of Mach Number and Angle of Attack;
Twisted Wing, Rounded L.E.; L.E. Deflection, Full Span = 0.0°; T.E. Deflection,
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Twisted wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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(a) Section Aerodynamic Coefficients-Normal Force
Figure 70.—Wing Theory-to-Experiment Comparison —Effect of Mach Number and Angle of Attack; Flat Wing,
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Figure 70.—(Continued)
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Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
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Flat wing, rounded L.E.
L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 8.3°
(c) Wing Aerodynamic Coefficients
Figure 70.—(Concluded)
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n[1 •*•«, — __.
VINO / T .E . D A T A TYPE
O FLAT / FLAT ARC 137
& T H t S T E O ARC 137












VINE / I.E. D A T A TYPE




T U I S r C O ARC 137
rv isrco PSCUOO
•< '- I !8-» - «-( I- fi-
0.20|
0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .8 .7 .8 .9 1.0













VINO / r .E.




i | |30 0
A— A-






























IING / T . E . D A T A T Y P E
F L A T / F L A T ARC 137
TII ISTEO ARC 137
T V I S T C O PSCUOO
*






0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .8 .7 .1 .1 1.
FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD
(a) Upper Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions, a= 4°
Figure 71.—Pseudo Aeroelastic Predictions; Rounded L.E.; L.E. Deflection, Full Span = 0.0°;







VINO / T . E . D A T A TTPE
O FLAT / F L A T ARC 137
A
^*J
T W I S T E D ARC 137
T W I 9 T C O PSCUOO





0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .9 -8 .7 .8 . 9 1 . 0















VINO / T . E . D A T A TTPE
O FLAT / F L A T ARC 137
A
O
T W I S T E D ARC 137
T W 1 9 T C O rSCUDO




.1 .Z .3 .4 .5 .a .7 .a . 9 1 . 0









— • — •
MING / T . E . D A T A TTPE
O FLAT / F L A T ARC 137
A T W I S T E D ARC 137










L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
Note: C p, vacuum
.1 .Z .3 .4 .* .a .7 .a . 9 1 . 0












r\ •^ -*i r — < -
HI NO / T . C . O A T * TTPE
Q FLAT / fLA l »RC 137
A
-»-=
T W I S T E D ARC 137
Tuisrco 'scuoo





.1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .8 .7 .• .9 I -
F R A C T I O N Qf LOCAL CHORD
VINO / I.E.
O fl-AT / T L A T
A TWISTED
rv ISTCO





0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .S .a .7 .8 . 9 1 . 0
FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD
MING / T . E . D A T A TYPE
Q FLAT / FLAT ARC 137
A T W I S T E D ARC 137
T V 1 S T C O OSCUDO
0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .a .7 .8 . 9 1 . 0
WING / T.E. DATA TYPE
O FLAT / FLAT ARC 137
0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .3 .8 .7 .8 . 9 1 . 0
FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD












MING / T .E . D A T A TYPE
O F L A T / FLAT ARC 1J7
A T W I S T E D ARC 137
T V I B T C O PSCUOO





MING / T.E. DATA TTPE
Q FLAT / FLAT ARC 137
A T y i s r c o ARC 137
ruiarco PICUOO
FITACTION OF LOCAL CHORD
0 .1 .Z .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .9 .9 I O
FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD
A--
UINC / T.E. DATA TTPE
O FLAT / FLAT ARC 137
A TWISTED ARC 137
TVKTCO PSCUOO
0.93|
0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 :a .7 .0 . 9 1 . 0




L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°





FLAT / FLAT ARC 137
TWISTED ARC 137
Kisrco PSCUOO
0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .> .7 .8 .91.0
FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD
WING / r.e. DATA TYPE
O F L A T / F L A T ARC 137
A T U I S T C O ARC 137
r n l S T C O PSCUOO
0.20|
.1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .a .7 .a . 9 1 . 0


















FLAT / FLAT ARC 137
T M I S T E O ARC 137










.1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .• . 9 1 . 0


























FLAT / FLAT ARC 137
TUISTCO ARC 137
TV13TCO PSCUOO














FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD
(c) Net Chordwise Pressure Distributions, a= 4°
Figure 71.~(Continued)
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.3 .' .3 .0 .7












KING / T . E . D A T A TYPE
O FLAT / F L A T ARC 137


























































9 .1 .2 .3 .' .5 .8 .7 .a .a 1.




L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°









KING ' T . E . D A T A TYPE
FLAT / F L A T ARC 137







. 1 .Z .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .a 1.0









KING / T.E. DATA TTPE









"0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .S .8 .7 . • .9 1.






.»— — •*-Lr^ r • -
MING / T . E . D A T A TYPE
O F L A T / F L A T ARC 137
A
— f-
T V I S T C Q ARC 137











0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 8 .7 .a .8 1.0

















 1 r — —
UIKG / T . E . D A T A TYPE
O F L A T / F L A T ARC 137
& TUISTCO ARC 117








0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .5 .7 . • .» 1.0
FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD












MING / T . C . O A T * TTPE
O FLAT / F L A T ARC 137
A T W I S T E D ARC 137
T W 1 S T C O PBEUOO











VINC / T . E . D A T A TTP£
O T L A T / T L A T ARC 137
A T W t S T E Q ARC 13?
TU1STCO PSCUOQ
O ( 1 1






. . . . .
FRACTION OF LOCAL CHO*0
. . . .













































be— si » 'r — n
i
UING / T . E . D A T A T Y P E
O FLAT / FLAT ARC 137
A T W I S T E D ARC 137
T W I S T C O PSCUOO













L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
Note: Cp, vacuum = -0.32
a .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .a .7








WING / T . E . D A T A TTPE
FLAT / F L A T ARC 137
T H I S T E O ARC 137
T W I S T E D P9CUOO





) .1 .2 .3 .4 .s .a .7 .a . 9 1 .
FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD
MINC / T.E. DATA TYPE
O FLAT / FLAT ARC 137
T U I S T C O




.1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .a .7 .a .a t .0













VINO / T . E . D A T A T T P E
O F L A T / F L A T ARC 137
A
."*—
T W I S T E D A R C 1 3 7
T V I S T C O P9CUOO
1
1 - -i
) (r£ - *-.,o < ) O
0.65j
|
.i .2 .3 .4 s .a .7 .a . 9 i . o
















KING / T.E. DATA TTPE





- ^ ~ i
o <) O
0.8o|
0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .3 .a .7 .8 .91
FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD













UNO / T . E . D A T A TTPE
F L A T / F L A T ARC 137
T V I S T C O ARC 137
Ttl l tTCO PStUOO





"0 .1 .2 .1 .4 .3 .» .7 .8 . 9 1 .




















WING / T . E . D A T A TTPE
O F L A T / F L A T ARC 137
A T W I S T E D ARC 137














L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
Note: Cp, vacuum =-°-32
0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .s .a .7 .a






































" *0 .1 .2 .3 .4 . S -8 .7 .8 .9 1 .
FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD












































































FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD
0 . I .2 .3 .4 .1 .8 .7 .8 .8 1.0
TRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD
















XING / T.C. DATA TYPE
Q FLAT / FLAT ARC 137

















9 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .a .7 .a .« 1








































D .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .8 .7 .8 . 9 1 .




L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°







VINO / T.E. DATA TYPE
Q FLAT / FLAT ARC 137




o .1 .2 .3 .4 .s .e .7 .» .a i.a
FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD
fcH3*=#
^Vs
UINC / T . E . D A T A TYPE
O FLAT / F L A T ARC 137
A
»-»-
T V I S T C O ARC 137
TV I9TCD HCUDO
Ij^ Sk - 8-iMS-
0.20|
'*0 .1 .Z .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 . < .9 1.
FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD
UINO / T.E. DATA TYPE
O FLAT / FLAT ABC 137
A TUISrCO ARC 137
TU1STCD PSCUOO
0.65|
0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .9 .6 .7 .8 . 9 1 . 0
FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD
VINO / T.E. DATA TTPE
O FLAT / FLAT ARC 137
A TV1STED ARC 137
TUISTCO PICUOO
0 .1 .Z .) .4 .5 .8 .7 .8 .9 1.0
FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD




KING / r.e. OAT* TYPE
Q FLAT / FLAT ARC 137





0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .8 .7 .a .8 l.O
FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD
MING / T.E. OAT* TTPE
O FLAT / FLAt ARC 137




0 .1 .Z .3 .4 .5 .8 .7 .8 . 8 1 . 0
















KINO / T . e . D A T A TTPE
O F L A T / F L A T ARC 137
A T U t S T C O ARC 137










L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
Note: C p, vacuum
.1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .a .7 .8 .8 1 .0









I ®-aV ^ • — e
MING / T . E . D A T A TTPE
O F L A T / F L A T ABC 137
A T W I S T E D ARC 117
T w i s r e o PSCUOO
£-= V T •ft^
r^-i r6=-
0.09j









=$=-» p— — <
|
WINO / T . E . D A T A TTPE
Q F L A T / FLAT ARC 137
A
-*-
T W I S T E D ARC 137






'0 .1 .2 .3 .4 5 .6 .7 .* . 9 1 .








a I NO / r .E. D A T A TTPE
F L A T / F L A T ARC 137
T W I S T E D ARC 137
T W I S T C D PSCUOO
-10 ° o < o
0.65^-
0 . 1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .1 .91.0








WING / T.E. DATA TTPE







 a O () 0
0.8o|-
0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .1 .a .7 .1 .91.0
FRACTION or LOCAL CHORD
















































U ±—~\ f* "
WING / T.E. DATA TYPE
O FLAT / FLAT ARC 137
A TWISTED ARC 137
TVIITCO PSEUOO
-•• {J ( &~Z&-Ig^ o 6—,~r=AC.ro~
0.35|
I .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .8 .7 .8 . 9 1 .   
















MINC / T . E . D A T A TYPE
O F L A T / F L A T ARC 137
A T W I S T E D ARC 137
TUI1TCO PSEUDO
™ ( ( !o °
- *--j
0 < 3 0
0.50 \
.1 .2 .3 .4 3 .6 .7 .8 .9 1 .




A T U I S T E D









.2 .3 .4 .5 .8 .7 .8




L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°








MING / T . E . D A T * TTPE
O FLAT / F L A T ARC 13?
A T y l S T C O ARC 13'








X . ^  J
).09|
9 . t .» .3 .4 5 .8 .7 . 8 9 1 .







«INC / t .E . D A T A TYPE
O F L A T / F L A T ARC 137
A T W I S I C O ARC 137








) .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .8 .7 .* .• 1.


















, — ,k* ^
— —




















"0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .8 .7 . » .9 1.
TRACTION Or LOCAL CHORD
VINO / T.E. DATA TYPE
Q FLAT / FLAT ARC 137
A TWISTED ARC 137
TVISTCO P3CUOO














KING / T.C. OATA TTPC
O FLAT / FLAT ARC 137

















0 .t .2 .3 .4 . S . 6 .7 .8 .0 1 .















FLAT / FLAT ARC 137
T W I S T E D A R C 1 3 7














1 .1 .2 .1 .4 .5 .8 .7 .8 . 8 1 .
















UINC / T . C . DATA TTPC
Q FLAT / F L A T **c 137
A T W I S T E D ARC 137























L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°









UING / T.E. DAT* TYRE







'0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .B .7 .» . 9 1 .
FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD
«ING / T . E . D A T A T T P E
[ O F L A T / F L A T ARC 137
T W I S T E D ARC 137
T t l l S T C O PSCUOO
0.65|
. 1 .2 .3 .4 . 5 . 8 .7 .9 . 9 1 . 0














\ - - \ ir
KING / T . E . D A T A TTPE
O F L A T / F L A T ARC 137
A T W I S T E D ARC 137








0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .8 .7 .8 . 9 1 . 0
FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD











fl"8f U- 1U-**^ "
KING / T . E . D A T A T Y P E
O F L A T / F L A T ARC 137
A, T V I S T C O ARC 137










- i .a r
0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .8 .7 .8 . 9 1 . 0
FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD
ylNO / r.E.
O FLAT / F L A T
T V C S T C O
T V l t T C O
.2 .3 .' .5 .e .7 .9









KING / T.E. DATA TYPE
O FLAT / FLAT ARC 137








40 .1 .2 .9 .4 .5 .9 ,7 .8 .0 1.




L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°









IV1 ™ •^ 6-«
yiNO / T.E. OAr* TYPE





A-^ F n«Tr-^ :
0.09^ -
1
"*0 .1 .2 .3 .« .5 .8 .7 .8 .9 I.
FRACTION or LOCAL CHORD
MING / T.E.






















UING / T.E. OATA TYPE













FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD
0 .1 .2 .3 .* .5 .8 .7 .8 .91.0
FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD























MING / T . E . D A T A TTPC
O FLAT / F L A T ARC 137
A T V C S T C Q ARC 117
T V 1 S T C O P9CUOO
-o^






0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .8 .7 .8 . 9 1 . 0

















KING / T.E. DATA TYPE
O FLAT / FLAT ARC 137










) .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .8 .1 .8 .9 1.




L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°

























"0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .3 .6 .7 .6 9 1













FLAT / FLAT ARC 137
TWISTED ARC 137
TWISTED PSEUOO








D .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .a . 9 1 .
FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD
00
WING / T . E . D A T A TYPE
Q FLAT / F L A T ARC 137
A T W I S T E D ARC 137
T W I S T E D »«UDa
0.65^-
J I
0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .8 .7 .8 .9 1.0
FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORO
WING / T.e. DATA TYPE
O FLAT / FLAT ARC 137
A TWISTED ARC !37
TWISTCO PSCUOO
o.soS-
0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .8 .7 .8 . 9 1 . 0
F R A C T I O N OF LOCAL CHORO











VING / T . E . D A T A TTPE
Q FLAT / FLAT ARC 137
A T W I S T C O ARC 137













] .1 .2 .3 . « .5 .6 .7 .8 . 9 1 .









KING / I.E. D A T A TTPE
Q F L A T / FLAT ARC 13?
A T W I S T E D ARC 137







































































0 .1 .2 .1 .4 .5 .8 .7 .8 . 8 1 .




L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°










•* — 1 1=
VINO / T . C . 0AM TYPE
O FLAT / FLAT ARC 137
A T U I S T E D ARC 137






0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 8 .a 1 .0
FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD
WING / T.E. DATA TYPE
O FLAT / FLAT ARC 137
A TWISTED ARC 13'
TVItTCO PSCUDO
0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .8 .7 .8 . 8 1 . 0









a^»BB~ r — ~
WING / T . E . D A T A TYPE
O F L A T / F L A T ARC 137
A T V I S T E O ARC 137
T V I S T C O PSCUOO
-8-- - -!U-J 10 O<*-^ OSS=5^,8-
o.esf


















4ING / r . £ . D A T A TYPE
F L A T / FLAT ABC 137
TtUSTCD ARC 137










FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD
• 1 -2 .1 •' .5 .8 .7 .• .91.0
FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD
(m) Upper Surface Chordwise Pressure Distributions, cx= 12°
Figure 7J.—(Continued)
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0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 . 9 1 . 0








flfl«;/" ft -8! r-- i \^ r-'
UINC / T . E . D A T A TYPE




T H I S T E O ARC 137
T V I S T C O i>:cuoo





0 .1 .2 .3 .4 3 .a .7 .8 .« 1.0















) < )p — —
«INO / T . E . D A T A TYPE
O F L A T / F L A T ARC 137
A
-ft
T U I 3 T C O ARC 137









4o .1 .2 .3 .4 .s .a .r .a .9 i.




L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°











MING / T.E. DATA TYPE







' *0 .1 .Z .3 .4 . S . • .7 . • .9 I.
FRACTION or LOCAL CHORD
VING / T.E. OAT* TTPE













1INC / T . E . D A T A TYPE
F L A T / F L A T ARC 137
T U 1 S T C O ARC 137












0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .* . 9 1 . 0





KING / T . E . D A T A TrPE
O FLAT / F L A T ARC 137
A TIUSTCO ARC 137












FtACTION OF LOCAL CHORD




Q FLAT / FLAT
D A T A TYPE
ARC 137
T H C S T C O ARC 137
T t f l S T C O PSCUOO
0 .1 .2 .3 .« .5 .8 .7 » . 9 1 . 0
KINO / r.C. DATA TYPE
O FLAT / FLAT ARC 137











r — — '
, < i
VINO / T.E. OAT* TTPE
O FLAT / FLAT ARC 137















L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
Note: Cp/vacuum =-0.32
.2 .] .4 5 .8 .7









VINC / T.E. OAT* TT»E
a
A
FLAT / FLAT «RC 137









VING / T.E. DATA TYPE


























*— — -t „,




FLAT / F L A T ARC 137

















JD .1 .2 .» .4 .5 .8 .7 .» .» I.

























F L A T / F L A T ARC 137
T U I S T C O ARC 137
















a .1 .2 .3 .4 .s .8 .7 .a . s i .
FRACTION Or LOCAL CHORD








VINC / T . E . D A T A TYPE
Q FLAT / FLAT ARC 137
A T W I S T E D ARC 137











D .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 . 8 1 .
FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD
VINC / T.E. OAT* TYPE
O FLAT / FLAT ARC 137




.1 .1 .3 .< .S .8 .7 .8



















UINC / T . E . Q A T A TYPE
Q F L A T / r tAT ARC 137
A T W I S T E D ARC 137














1 .1 .2 . J .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 . 8 1 .




L.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
T.E. deflection, full span = 0.0°
(o) (Concluded)
Figure 71.—(Concluded)
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